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Abstract 

 

An investigation into the factors that influence or inhibit females climbing the corporate 

ladder in the Supply Chain and Logistics Industry. 

 

Superior supply chains companies go beyond logistics. They know and understand that women 

business leaders and their exceptional leadership skills provide major benefits to an 

organisation with “soft skills” such as collaboration, creativity, problem solving, and 

multitasking in the fast-paced supply chain work environment. They have the ability as a 

natural facilitator to enable team-based decisions and encourage growth.  

The purpose of this research was to gain an understanding of the challenges women face in 

climbing this corporate ladder into leadership roles and to investigate what factors influence or 

inhibit this process. While it has been identified in the literature there exists a gender inequality 

in the SCL industry it has not yet been identified what are the contributors to this gender 

inequality.  

Findings suggest that women in the industry have to adapt to a particular type of leadership 

styles that are characterised as male, dominant, military, and autocratic which is not a natural 

trait in a female leader, but the research has found that in order for females to reach the top of 

the corporate ladder they have to be authoritarian, and results focused. While much of this is 

frowned upon in their roles, they have found they sometimes need to adapt these styles in order 

to become that leader.  

Through semi structured interviews this research identified compelling themes that merit 

consideration and, perhaps, deeper investigation, including image, culture, and gender bias as 

an individual difference in SCM talent and leadership. A better gender balance in supply chain 

will result in a more successful business. But we are still struggling to make that happen in our 

industry despite some of the reports reviewed. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Rationale 

 

It has not yet been scientifically proven that there is a causality between gender diversity and 

performance. But still, we all know that diverse teams are better than homogeneous teams. This 

research examines gender diversity and bias within the Supply Chain and Logistics (SCL) 

industry. The SCL industry represents collaboration and so too should its workforce. Folkman, 

(2019) evaluated a 360-degree feedback of more than 270,000 leaders and identified that 

women score higher than men on 17 out of 19 competencies. By having a diverse workforce, 

it will encourage collaboration of teams similar to that of the links within any Supply Chain.  

Evidence indicates that women who work in these male-dominated fields are prone to 

experiencing bias and discrimination (Begeny, Ryan, Moss-Racusin, & Ravetz, 2020). Since 

the 1950’s research has shown (Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson, & Rosenkrantz, 

1972) that women have faced barriers that inhibit both personal and career development which 

is significantly disproportionate to that of their male counterparts. Issues relating to gender 

inequality in the workplace have been highlighted however there is very little evidence to show 

that the issue is being addressed within the SCL industry. Relatively little is known as to why 

so few women reach leadership positions in this industry. When women are identified as 

equally competent as men, women are deemed less likeable than men (Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs, 

& Tamkins, 2004; Spence & Helmreich, 1972).  Heilman et al., (2004) supports the idea that 

gender stereotypes can prompt bias in evaluative judgments of women even when these women 

have proved themselves to be successful and demonstrated their competence.  

The main purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the SCL industry and the lack of 

females in leadership roles within this industry. Numerous studies have indicated widespread 

gender inequalities in various forms (Allen, French, & Poteet, 2016, Chovwen, 2007, Ku, 2011, 

Howe-Walsh & Turnbull, 2016) some of which still prevail today. Research can paint an 

incomplete and sometimes rather misleading picture of the recruitment and acceptance of 

female leaders in male dominated industries (Davey & Davidson, 2000). In the SCL industry 

women encounter continued challenges to reach parity with men in senior roles of 

organisations. Women remain underrepresented in this industry with 70% - 80% of positions 

within the SCL industry are held by men and 95% of top-level supply chain positions within 

Fortune 500 companies are held by men (Catalyst, 2020). By comparison, men hold 85% of all 
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executive officer positions within Fortune 500 companies. Between 2015 and 2020, the share 

of women has grown from 23 to 28% in SVP roles and from 17 to 21% in the C-suite (Wright, 

2009) however still remain quite underrepresented. According to Von Der Leyen, (2020) in a 

report Striving for a Union of Equality, Ireland still has work to do to ensure women have 

equality when it comes to political, economic and social power. While progress has been made, 

gender inequality is still an issue according to EIGE, (2017) as women accounted for a little 

over one quarter of board members of publicly listed companies in the EU (28%), and for less 

than one fifth of senior executives (18%).  

The aim of this research is to analyse the critical factors that influence or inhibit the journey of 

women into leadership roles in a male-dominated industry of SCL and furthermore examine 

the commonality of factors that drive low gender balance in SCL leadership roles. Kevin 

O’Marah, Chief Content Officer at Supply Chain Management (SCM) World (2020), sums up 

the issue of the supply chain gender gap nicely “Women in supply chain are too few, and their 

path to the top is at least partially blocked. Yet we all seem to think they bring something to 

the party that will make it better. The time to break this problem down is now ” (Lee, 2015). 

 

1.2 Research Question 

 

The question which underpins this research is,  

‘What factors influence or inhibit females climbing the corporate ladder in the Supply Chain 

and Logistics (SCL) industry?’ 

This will take an exploratory approach of gathering the perceptions of female leaders in SCL 

industry using semi structured interviews. This research follows on from previous research 

conducted in 2019 on gender inequality in the SCL industry.  

According to Expert Group on Future Skills Needs (EGFSN) Freight Transport, Distribution 

and Logistics Sector in Ireland Report February 2020, skills shortage in the SCL industry has 

become a growing concern in Ireland (EGFSN Skills Gap, 2020). Based on this evidence an 

overview of the SCL sector is reviewed in the light of structural, cultural, and personal issues 

of female leaders to address the problem identified. Progress on gender equality has stalled 

when it comes to the proportion of women in decision making positions. Currently, only 6.3% 

of CEO positions in major publicly listed companies in the EU are held by women (European 

Commission, 2019). Changes in attitudes and behaviours are slow, showing the need for 

continuous commitment by all stakeholders.  
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1.3 Research Objectives  

 

Through qualitative semi structured interviews with female leaders, CEOs, and Managing 

Director participants, this research aims to gain valuable insights and understanding at an 

individual and organisational level that will benefit companies and future research intended to 

reduce the gender gap in the SCL industry. This topic is far from being exhausted as a research 

area as there continues to be a gender gap in leadership roles and the industry is vulnerable to 

decline without gender diversity. The impact of leadership behaviors on organizational 

performance will also be explored. It is therefore imperative to understand the relationship 

between organizational culture, leadership behaviours and concepts, and how this impacts on 

the organizational performance of SCL industry. 

 

The objectives of the research are to. 

1. Explore the image and culture of the SCL industry and if it contributes to the lack of 

females in leadership roles.  

2. Investigate if leadership styles impact the SCL industry.  

3. Illustrate the barriers faced by females in leadership positions in a male-dominated 

industry.  

4. Examine the importance of gender equality in the SCL industry. 

 

The aim of the objectives outlined is to understand and probe deeper into what influences 

female leadership roles, therefore focusing on a multiplicity of factors to validate the claim that 

gender inequality does in fact exist in male-dominated industries such as the SCL industry. 
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1.4 Research Structure  

 

Several chapters are covered outlined in Figure 1 to guide the reader on the different approaches 

taken. The research presents findings gathered from the primary research and an analysis of 

these findings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Structure of Research adapted by author. 

 

Chapter two covers a comprehensive review of the literature on female leaders in male 

dominant industries mainly the SCL industry. Particular focus will be on the subjects of gender 

diversity, gender bias, gender inequality and leadership styles in the workplace. The leadership 

theories and different behaviors of leadership will be discussed to identify if these behaviours 

have an impact on the performance of organisations. This chapter examines each concept in 

detail in order to answer the research question and objectives.  

Chapter three provides an analysis of the methodology applied to this research along with a 

theoretical justification for each choice made by the researcher. It highlights the qualities of 

qualitative research, semi-structured interviews and the several topics associated with the 

analysis.  
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Chapter four offers an analysis of the findings and unveils the outcomes of the research and 

then discusses the findings of this research and its objectives with the recommendations 

ensuing. A brief background is provided regarding who was interviewed and what type of 

interview was used. From there, details regarding the coding process used are discussed in 

detail, before a thorough analysis of the answers to the interview questions are provided, with 

relevant quotations throughout. The analysis of the findings is from the researcher’s primary 

research outlined as codes and themes emerging from the interviews which are identified and 

discussed. Each theme will be further discussed in the context of the relevant literature and set 

out research question and objectives. The fifth and final chapter will conclude with the 

recommendations. It will present organisations and researchers will a critical evaluation of the 

SCL industry of gender diversity in leadership for its future success and growth to achieve a 

sustainable competitive advantage. 

 

1.5 Conclusion  

 

This chapter has presented a background and insight into the concept behind this dissertation. 

By analyzing the causes and consequences of the reduced number of female leaders in the SCL 

industry this will assist in future studies to assess potential public and private policies for 

dealing with gender bias, diversity, and inequality. Identifying causes will help interested 

parties focus on appropriate developments in labour and HR practices. Understanding the 

consequences will highlight what interventions, if any, are appropriate by government, 

industry, employers, and workers themselves. The following chapter reviews the literature 

associated with the central topics which are the gender bias, diversity, inequality, leadership 

behaviors and styles within the SCL industry. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction  

 

The aim of this chapter is to critically review the nature and extent of the factors driving gender 

inequality among SCL leadership roles. A review of the literature presents an analysis of the 

underlying challenges and influencers of the gender gap in senior leadership roles. 

Fink Arlene, (2019 p. 6) states “A research literature review is a systematic, explicit, and 

reproducible design for identifying, evaluating, and interpreting the existing body of recorded 

documents. The academic literature is reviewed with key phrases of “leadership,” “leadership 

styles,” “leadership behaviour,” “gender gaps,” “gender inequalities,” “discrimination,” 

“employment opportunities” “logistics,” and “male-dominated industries.”  

The primary focus is on male-dominated industries and particularly the lack of senior female 

leaders and how this impacts on the success of the SCL industry. Leadership and management 

literature is in broad terms more likely to reiterate the more optimistic story that women are 

increasingly encouraged to be senior managers, and are more likely to be successful than ever 

before (Clare & Dooley, 2003). Gender studies in SCL on the other hand are generally very 

limited in terms of their breadth and depth, although there are several quoted publications that 

relate logistics to “gender issues.” There is an abundance of surveys on the representation of 

women in logistics in different countries (typically done by and via the mailing lists of 

professional organisations, such as The Logistics Institute in Canada, CILT in the UK, or the 

“Ohio State” survey among female Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals 

(CSCMP) members all suggesting a difference in male and female career patterns in SCL 

(Lynagh, Murphy, & Poist, 1999). Literature has been identified as scant on gender issues in 

SCL. No articles were found combining gender inequality and logistics performance. Search 

terms that have been incorporated in the literature review; “Gender Diversity,” “Gender 

Inequality,” “Gender in Leadership,” “Women in Logistics,” “Supply Chain Gender Balance,” 

“Female Leadership Roles,” “Supply Chain Leaders” “Female Leadership in Logistics” 

“Leadership Styles in Logistics” and “Gender Gap in Management” identifying the vast areas 

of research that have been explored but very little focus on these gender inequalities with the 

specific industry of SCL.  

Although these views can vary in the literature, leadership roles are changing to meet the 

demands of greatly accelerated technological growth, increasing workforce diversity, intense 

competitive pressures on corporations and other organizations, and a weakening of geopolitical 
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boundaries (Eagly & Carli, 2003). Gartner, (2020) predicts the SCL industry will use digital as 

their core strategy and focal point and supply chain management technology as a way to get 

ahead of the competition. Leaders of supply chain technology must take note of these Gartner 

2020 predictions to advance digital maturity and business performance. The industry has been 

impacted hugely by the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic, created chaos, and demanded 

acute skills from leaders. The rapid response to making teams comfortable in their new 

structure and remote environment, supply chain leaders needed to drastically rethink what 

constitutes effective leadership. Sarah Hippold, (2020) in a report states “leaders will need to 

balance their leadership style and develop skills as master communicators to empower change 

and adaptability within the supply chain organization and create a team that is able to deal with 

any version of the future.” With this in mind the leadership styles and behaviours attributed to 

both men and women in the SCL industry will be examined.  

 

2.2 Leadership  

 

Certainly, there are many theories on leadership that have been defined, many styles of 

leadership that have been categorized, and many traits that have been recognized in effective 

leaders (Sorensen, Traynor, & Janke, 2010). The literature has many varied definitions of 

leaders and leadership and returned many articles to define what exactly is meant by the term 

leadership. Winston & Patterson, (2006) describe a leader as one who selects, equips, trains, 

and influences one or more followers who have diverse gifts, abilities, and skills and focuses 

the followers to the organization’s mission and objectives causing the followers to willingly 

and enthusiastically expend spiritual, emotional, and physical energy in a concerted 

coordinated effort to achieve the organizational mission and objectives, which seems like a 

complex definition but covers a leader as a whole. Other research describes it as simply  “taking 

people to places they’ve never been before” Summerfield, (2014), “successfully creating 

positive change for the common good” (Sorensen et al., 2010), and or “the process of 

influencing the activities of an organized group toward goal achievement” (Rauch & Behling, 

1984). The most popular saying in research states “Great leaders are born, not made” however 

leadership is within everyone’s grasp. The traits and qualities required to become an effective 

leader within the SCL industry can vary greatly depending on the specific role within the 

organisation. Effective leadership is described by Summerfield, (2014) as intelligent, articulate, 

confident, courageous, witty, driven, knowledgeable, and charismatic. Summerfield (2014) 

embraces that no one style or set of traits and skills defines an effective leader. These styles 
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and traits are circumstance-based and wide-ranging. The future of every organization is 

dependent upon the development and retention of good leaders (Jermsittiparsert & Srihirun, 

2019). Thus, managerial and leadership capabilities is key to effectively manage different 

supply chains competing for resources within one organization and across organization’s in the 

supply chain network, with resources having to be shared or pooled between supply chains 

(Gosling, Jia, Gong, & Brown, 2016). The success of the SCL industry requires vision, and 

leadership. Gosling et al., (2016) asserts that this can be achieved through a partnership based 

on the interdependence between leaders, HR, line managers and women. It is imperative to 

identify what managers perceive to be the barriers for women, so that interventions can be 

designed to address their views as well as those of women (Short, Toffel, & Hugill, 2016). 

Undoubtedly, leadership styles are not set in stone both men and women can learn techniques 

to be more effective leaders and adopt new leadership styles (Goldstein, Pulakos, Semedo, & 

Passmore, 2017). According to Rosari, (2019) leadership is not a person, sitting at the top of 

hierarchy, determining for a group of loyal followers, the direction, pace, and outcome of 

everyone’s effort. Leadership is not management. Leadership is an influence relationship 

among leaders and followers who intend real changes that reflect their mutual purposes. 

Leaders within the supply chain have the ability to integrate people and the logistics systems, 

continually analysing information systems and market trends and making decisions on the 

analysis therefore promoting the organisation and growth. Understanding the various different 

leadership styles in detail will facilitate the SCL industry to effectively manage how they can 

integrate their business in a rapidly changing global economy.  

 

2.2.1 Leadership Styles  

 

A leadership style is the way in which a leader develops plans and motivates people. Various 

authors have proposed identifying many different styles of leadership as exhibited by leaders 

in the political, business, or other fields. In a male dominated industry such as supply chain  

it has been argued that effective leadership in a supply chain network requires managers to 

demonstrate behavioural complexity, defined as the ability to act out a cognitively complex 

strategy by playing multiple, even competing, roles in a highly integrated and complementary 

way (Hooijberg & Quinn, 1992). Some women do successfully acquire leadership roles in a 

male dominated SCL industry, however they face the challenge of operating in a working 

environment that is dominated by male leadership styles and shaped by the understanding that 

women are less capable leaders (Esser, Kahrens, Mouzughi, & Eomois, 2018). According to 
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Davey (2008) typical masculine behaviour related to success in a male-dominated environment 

included political game playing, aggressiveness, backstabbing, point-scoring, overconfidence 

and ‘stitching people up’. Women on the other hand adapt mechanisms that they use to cope in 

male-dominated environments to include mentorship and adopting participatory leadership 

styles like being caring, fair and encouraging, which is more attuned to their natural feminine 

inclination (Chovwen, 2007). This makes the environment unattractive for enticing substantial 

numbers of women into these fields and retaining them there (Martin & Barnard, 2013). 

Research identifies many different leadership styles, and the question here lies within are these 

styles adapted or learned to accommodate the industry situations in which females work. In 

addition, research indicates that one set of leadership styles are viewed as appropriate for men 

and another for women. Women who adopt an autocratic or directive style of leadership tend 

to be viewed more negatively in their roles.  

 

2.2.2 Gender Differences in Leadership Styles  

 

While research has identified noticeable differences among male and female leaders it has not 

yet been demonstrated that one leadership gender is better or worse than the other at leading 

an organisation. Many successful leaders adapt and utilise their strengths to lead their 

organisations successfully. Leadership tendencies that are generally associated with women are 

noticeably described by Eagly & Johannesen-Schmidt, (2001) as communal characteristics 

which are described primarily as a concern with the welfare of other people for example, 

affectionate, helpful, kind, sympathetic, interpersonally sensitive, nurturant, and gentle. In 

contrast to that men are considered to have traits that are described as agentic characteristics, 

which are ascribed more strongly to men. Eagly & Johannesen-Schmidt, (2001) describes an 

assertive, controlling, and confident tendency for example, aggressive, ambitious, dominant, 

forceful, independent, daring, self-confident, and competitive. These styles are also considered 

to be transformational(nurturing), democratic(participatory), and transactional(autocratic) 

respectively. Transformational style have tendencies to gain a team’s trust and confidence and 

encourages their team to optimise their full potential and the leader establishes themselves as 

a role model. In stark contrast to transformational researchers describe transactional or 

autocratic as one in which job performance as a series of transactions to be rewarded or 

disciplined. Eagly, Makhijani, & Klonsky, (1992) found that women were evaluated more 

negatively than men when they adopted autocratic or directive transactional leadership styles. 

It is evident that SCL industry needs more advanced skills such as people skills and 
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communication, what it is still called “soft skills,” to encourage teams and collaboration and 

this will help to foster a culture that is both diverse and inclusive. (Eagly & Carli, 2003) argue 

that these contemporary approaches to leadership not only recommend a reduction in hierarchy 

but also place the leader more in the role of coach or teacher than previous models of leadership. 

According to contemporary views, good leadership encourages teamwork and collaboration 

and emphasize the ability to empower, support, and engage workers (Hammer & Champy, 

1994) and this can be successful through employee engagement and trust.  

 

2.2.3 Leadership development and trust 

 

Post, Latu, & Belkin, (2019) in a recent study believe that instilling trust is an ability that is 

important for any leader, and building trust is largely based on relational skills. Relational 

transparency according to Hopkins & O’Neil, (2015) is the presentation of one’s authentic, true 

self to others which was earlier identified as one of the characteristics of transformational 

leadership qualities such as participative and democratic displayed in female leaders. Human 

resource management in the SCL industry is key to its organisational success. In a global 

supply chain where resources and project team members are spread across the globe, it is worth 

considering the various risks, effects on quality, and what the key success factors in managing 

a global team may be (Browne, Dreitlein, Manzoni, Ha, & Mere, 2016). According to Porter, 

(2019) supply chain partners collaborate in developing long-term relationships and combined 

resources to improve firm performance and competitive advantage. Supply chain integration 

depends on partnerships that exhibit compatible behaviors of trust, knowledge sharing, 

transparency, and joint coordination efforts. These characteristics have been identified in 

research as both authentic and transformational characteristics in defined female leaders. These 

relational skills found in female leaders highlight that a diverse workforce is required and the 

lack of female leaders in SCL further emphasises the need for more female leaders and that it 

is crucial for the Supply Chain to succeed on a global level. Because of existing stereotypes 

between male and female leaders, women are perceived as more trustworthy, but only in 

specific circumstances (Post et al., 2019). According to Islam, Furuoka, & Idris, (2020) male 

leadership has a variety of styles ranging from servant leadership style to dictatorship, while 

literature shows that women have a particular leadership style, that is, transformational and or 

democratic leadership style. Bilal, Ahmad, Jan, Huseynov, & Nagy, (2021) further emphasise 

that women are considered sensitive, emphatic, and humble in nature which gives them an edge 

to be more trustworthy. Trust is defined in the literature in many forms as the extent to which 
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a person is confident in and willing to act on the words, actions, and decisions of another (Islam 

et al., 2020). A trusting organizational environment has been shown to contribute to high levels 

of cooperation and knowledge sharing (Islam et al., 2020),  which is a key link in the chain for 

any logistics organisation. Contemporary transformational leadership influences the attitude of 

employees, motivates them to perform better, and ensures effective change management (Islam 

et al., 2020). Trust and collaboration is crucial to the success of supply chains and without trust, 

supply chains would cease to function. A business is only as strong as the weakest link in its 

supply chain (Chia, 2017).  

 

2.3 Supply Chain and Logistics Industry  

 

The terms supply chain management (SCM) and logistics are sometimes used interchangeably, 

and some researchers would say supply chain is the new logistics. For the purpose of this 

research both terms will be used interchangeably. The logistics industry still struggles when it 

comes to supporting female employees long enough to watch them grow into senior roles. 

According to a Gartner report 2020 which finds the number of supply chain companies 

committed to improving gender diversity increased from 43 percent in 2017 to 50 percent in 

2018. “Diversity Wins” which is the third report in a McKinsey series investigating the 

business case for diversity. In the COVID-19 crisis, diversity and inclusion matter more than 

ever (Dixon-Fyle, Dolan, Hunt, & Prince, 2020). While the SCL industry deals with a global 

pandemic, they still continue to pursue gender diversity and equality. According to Gartner, 

Inc.’s 2020 Women in Supply Chain Survey among 177 supply chain professionals, 17% of 

chief supply chain officers (CSCOs) are now women which is a 6% increase compared to 2019 

and the highest rate since the first edition of the survey in 2016 (Stamford, 2020) but still 

remains very low in comparison to other industries. According to Flöthmann & Hoberg, (2017) 

SCM is truly a cross-functional profession. Today, more than ever before, supply chain and 

logistics management is an integral part of any business and is essential to any company’s 

success and customer satisfaction. Lambert & Cooper, (2000) go further to say successful 

supply chain management requires a change from managing individual functions to integrating 

activities into key supply chain processes. Traditionally, both upstream and downstream 

portions of the supply chain have interacted as disconnected entities that receive sporadic flows 

on information overtime. Operating an integrated supply chain requires continuous information 

flows, which in turn requires diversity in its teams. When these complex set of activities in a 

supply chain are brought together this can drive a competitive advantage by executing faster, 
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reducing friction through all internal and external points, thus bringing more transparency 

throughout the process to deliver a product or service that is beyond expectations of the end 

customer. Flöthmann & Hoberg, (2017) describe this complex set of activities requiring 

executives to possess pro-found cross-functional knowledge of various business fields, 

strategic decision-making and communication skills, and strong analytical competencies, all of 

which are necessary to manage the manifold tasks that these executives face on a daily basis. 

SCM has become a leading focus for both small and large business alike. Organisations are 

now focussing on the engineering or architecture of their supply chains on top of the enduring 

drive for operation efficiency through emerging technologies. Any competencies and skills in 

leadership developed in this area would have to be advantageous for potential personal 

opportunities and advancement.  

According to Hodder, (2020) new technology is perhaps the most important issue that has ever 

faced workers in a global pandemic as people experience radical disruption to the ways in 

which they work. The role of supply chain has changed dramatically in recent years and 

moreover in a global pandemic. Some research (Díaz-García, González-Moreno, & Sáez-

Martínez, 2013) suggests that women are more likely to introduce new innovations in their 

organisation indicating that gender diversity correlates to increased productivity (Zhang, 2020). 

These transforming digital supply chains will require high levels of collaboration and research 

suggests (Díaz-García et al., 2013) that women often have better skills in integration and 

collaboration than men. Women are needed to ensure the right things happen at a managerial 

level and nurture how teams work together for the future of the SCL. However, research 

identifies a skills shortage and studies in countries such as China, India, the United States, the 

United Kingdom, Vietnam, and the Republic of Korea have reported that businesses are having 

difficulty recruiting staff with the required skills in logistics/supply chain management 

(McKinnon, Flöthmann, Hoberg, & Busch, 2017). According to PwC Transportation & 

Logistics, (2030) that improving the proportion of women leads to higher financial returns to 

logistics companies. Understanding what women can bring to an organisation should 

encourage companies to implement gender diversity within their organisation therefore 

increasing productivity and ensuring they sustain a long-term competitive advantage.  
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2.4 Diversity  

 

In a report “Diversity Wins” McKinsey (2020) highlights that companies in the top-quartile for 

gender diversity on their executive teams were 21% more likely to have above-average 

profitability than companies in the fourth quartile. Given that SCM represents a key enabler of 

competitive advantage, supply chain employees serve as critical resources for firm 

performance (Maloni, Leven, Gligor, Cheramie, & Boyd, 2019) yet the industry experiences a 

critical shortage and a gender gap as women represent only 37% of the total Supply Chain 

workforce illustrated in Figure 2 that has been driven by rapid growth of jobs globally and 

combined with insufficient expansion of educational programs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 -Average Proportion of Women in Supply Chain Leadership Roles (Stiffler, Salley, & Callinan, 2018).  

 

While SCL is a very diverse industry it has long been the tradition of a male-dominated sector 

and this has made it difficult for women to be well represented, or at least considered as an 

equal in the competition for supply chain jobs. The World Economic Forum, based in 

Switzerland, released a report (Global Gender Gap Report, 2020) which estimated that globally 

at prevailing ratios and rate of change it would take another 217 years for gender parity to be 

achieved. In the past few years, there have been subtle signs of change, but not enough. 

Therefore, this research will analyse the key areas to evaluate how current gender inequalities 

within supply chain and logistics leadership roles continue to exist and examine the factors that 

is driving them.  
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Increasing diversity in SCL is the key to creating innovation that will help meet industry 

challenges. More women can improve the bottom line and there is a growing need to encourage 

the employment of women in the SCL industry, promote their accomplishments, and minimize 

obstacles faced by women working in the industry. Gender diversity does not happen without 

advocacy from people in senior positions that are willing to take on this responsibility to allow 

women opportunities for advancement. McKinsey & Company in its report Delivering through 

Diversity (2018) highlights a business case for inclusion and diversity and is correlated with 

both profitability and value creation. It further emphasises that a diverse and inclusive 

workplace is central to a company's ability to attract, develop, and retain the talent it needs to 

compete. Further studies show a positive correlation between better decision making and 

business performance. This empowerment of a diverse workforce can increase team morale 

and even reduce the amount of conflict that occurs at work (Rodriguez, 2019).  

 

2.5 Gender Inequality in SCL  

 

Women have continued to make invaluable contributions to the SCL industry for decades but 

yet they are still outnumbered. According to Maloni, Leven, Gligor, Cheramie, & Boyd, (2019) 

a talent shortage and underrepresentation of women in logistics emphasize the need to assess 

the logistics work culture. Nothing defines the nature of gender in a society more than the 

tendency of men and women to do different work (Cohen, 2013).  

From the past literature its evident that there is a link between moderating role of gender on 

the link of leadership and supply chain management (Jermsittiparsert & Srihirun, 2019). The 

overall culture and attitudes within the established logistics workforce has been identified in 

research as difficult to attract more women and retain those women already working in the 

industry (Irving et al., 2010). The need for a diversified workforce is necessary and along with 

this is the cultural change so that the industry can move forward. Previous studies have 

suggested that gender stereotyping and organizational factors may contribute to discrimination 

(Bobbitt-Zeher, 2011) yet how it unfolds in everyday workplaces is not very well understood. 

Exploring women’s experiences in this research with employment discrimination will highlight 

a better understanding if gender inequality slows the pace of women reaching their ambition 

of leadership roles in SCL. Men and women experience the world of work quite differently 

(Bobbitt-Zeher, 2011). Men generally have access to networks that women don’t have access 

to within an organisation. These networks include playing team sports and segregated 

meetings. Women are perceived as being less influential however, women are more central to 
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the organisational network as a whole by the overall contribution they make to an organisation 

(Irving et al., 2010). Therefore, the opportunities available to men to advance in their careers 

are not available to women as this rung is missing from the ladder. Do hiring practises produce 

gender discrimination or inequality? According to Padavic & Reskin, (2002) the amount of 

gender inequality at work depends largely on the actions of employers, because it is employers 

who hire workers, assign them to jobs, decide whom to promote, and set pay. As a result, 

gender segregation across professional fields remains strong, whether indicated by areas of 

study of (Charles & Bradley, 2002) or professional specialisation (Ku, 2011). Cleveland, 

Stockdale, Murphy, & Gutek, (2000) concur with these views that although male and female 

employees may come to the workplace with some pre-existing gender differences that provide 

reasonable explanations for the differential treatment they receive, often differences in the 

treatment of men and women are linked to the inaccurate perception of differences. As more 

women enter the workforce, and as they enter jobs that have traditionally been male dominated, 

issues related to sex and gender in work settings become increasingly important and complex 

(Cleveland et al., 2000).  

While there might be many reasons why women do not attain positions in leadership roles as 

quickly as men, one of the most widely discussed causes is discrimination against women. 

Women aspiring to achieve positions of power have to contend with negative stereotypes 

suggesting that women have lower leadership ability, career commitment, and emotional 

stability (Heilman, Gajjar, Welle, & Bobbitt-Zeher, 2012; Eagly & Carli, 2003; Heilman, 

2001). Women in male-dominated occupations face unique challenges and use distinct coping 

strategies affecting their motivation and retention in these occupations (Martin & Barnard, 

2013). These challenges vary from female graduate’s regarding their success as masculine and 

political in a male-dominated field. Therefore, in order to be successful in male-dominated 

environments, women have to behave in ways that are unnatural to them (Martin & Barnard, 

2013). Taking on aggressive male characteristics can put them at a disadvantage as an 

expectation of female characterises are, they are nurturing and more empathetic than men in 

their roles. Some of the mechanisms identified in the research that women use to cope in a male 

dominated environment are a leadership style of being caring, fair and encouraging which is 

more in tune with their natural feminine inclination (Chovwen, 2007). This can make the SCL 

environment an unattractive sector and can lead to poor integration of females into leadership 

positions.  
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2.6 Challenge’s women face in leadership roles  

 

Negotiating, claiming, and being granted leadership identities presents a challenge for female 

leaders (Eagly, 2007). While these challenges women face are well-documented, less is 

understood about the factors that shape the experience and success of women who, against 

significant odds, rise above the glass ceiling (Glass & Cook, 2016). These challenges are 

explored through the personal experiences of participants identified in leadership roles in the 

SCL industry. Problems appear to begin from the recruitment process. Researchers identify a 

lack of gender equality in the recruitment and selection of candidates and in particular the lack 

of transparency and accountability in processes (Settles, 2006; Van Den Brink, Benschop, & 

Jansen, 2010). There are several possible explanations for this, HRM practises have identified 

challenges of unconscious bias in the recruitment and selection process and therefore need to 

champion diversity and enhance employee’s experience. Screening of CV’s can be subjective 

as the first selection hurdle. Despite the abundant literature on hiring discrimination, little 

research has considered why resume screening may be prone to biased decision‐making 

(Derous & Ryan, 2019). PwC Transportation & Logistics, (2030) emphasise that the 

transportation and logistics industry will fall short of taking full advantage of the significant 

benefits that gender and cultural diversity can offer.  

Women’s commitment to family, lack of informal networks, mentoring systems, and 

organizational support, along with gender bias and male employees’ failure to take women 

seriously, are important factors hindering women’s career advancement (Al-Asfour, Tlaiss, 

Khan, & Rajasekar, 2017). Despite the SCL sector undergoing immense developments of 

globalisation and advances of technology, this is one business sector that has failed to address 

gender inequalities. This is acutely evident at leadership level. This is not a situation confined 

to developing countries, as published studies have shown that gender inequality is alive and 

well in the USA and the EU and can be evidenced among Ireland and the UK supply chain and 

logistics organisations. Many women are balancing career and family roles at an age when 

male colleagues are devoting more and more time to work, taking advantage of career 

opportunities unconstrained by their role as parents (Watts, 2009). In fact, when some men 

become fathers there is evidence that suggests they spend longer at work, either to compensate 

for some loss of income from the mother or to escape to the relative calm of the workplace. 

While the SCL industry is considered to be a 24/7 rotating clock this does not mean that its 

workforce must be too. Conflicting demands of career and family has been a focus for many 

researchers (Akpinar - Sposito, 2013; Cohen, 2016), where work and life balance challenges 
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can impact women's advancement and, if not dealt with, may contribute to the glass-ceiling 

phenomenon. Women’s accomplishments are seldom acknowledged, according to a report 

WISC, (2014) and leadership opportunities are passed by, instead gains the attention of men 

who are eager to progress. This inequality in gender dispersion is a barrier to entry and does 

not offer the range of skills and experience gained by women in more traditional roles. 

 

2.7 Career Advancement 

 

It is time to put more women at the top of the Supply Chain. A career is described by Flöthmann 

& Hoberg, (2017) as the traits of the individual, the characteristics of the working environment, 

and most importantly the person and environment match. The career advancement of women 

has been a subject of abundant research, discussion, and debate for decades (Allen et al., 2016). 

However, the gap in the literature for SCL female leaders continues to exist. An understanding 

of women’s experiences will facilitate strategies geared towards their motivation and retention 

in male-dominated occupations. Women who work in male-dominated occupations face 

challenges that differ from those who work in more gender-balanced and female-dominated 

occupations (Martin & Barnard, 2013). This research explores the experiences of women who 

work in male-dominated occupations to develop an understanding of the unique challenges 

they face and to discover the strategies they use to remain motivated and persevere to the top 

in these types of environments.  

People may have difficulty succeeding when working in contexts where they are heavily 

outnumbered (Kanter, 1977).  Yet research shows that men benefit from a glass escalator effect 

(Williams, 1992) and advance more quickly than equally qualified female peers in pink-collar 

(i.e., female dominated) settings (Hultin, 2003; Williams, 1992). A relationship exists between 

the general case glass ceiling hypothesis stating that not only is it more difficult for women 

than for men to be promoted up levels of authority hierarchies within workplaces but also that 

the obstacles women face relative to men become greater as they move up the hierarchy 

(Akpinar-Sposito, 2013). There is a consensus among researchers that many women in high-

level positions in corporations and firms believe that social exclusion, not just overt 

discrimination, is a barrier to women’s career advancement (Welle & Heilman, 2005). Lyness 

& Thompson, (2000) were curious about whether women and men executives followed similar 

routes in climbing the corporate ladder. They found that in order to be a successful executive, 

women have to overcome isolation, sex-stereotyping, and performance pressures. Similarly, 

Heilman, (2012) lack-of-fit model predicts that there might be bias against women in staffing 
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these positions, particularly if gender stereotypes are invoked by organizational decision 

makers.  

While women are more likely than men to earn a bachelor’s, Master’s, or doctoral degree, 

according to United States Census Bureau (2018), they remain the minority of degree-earning 

STEM students, women earned more than half of bachelor’s degrees (57.3%), master’s degrees 

(60.1%), and doctorate degrees (53.5%) (National Center for Education Statistics, 2019) yet 

they still remain the minority. Ambition is not a problem when it comes to women in leadership 

and (Akpinar-Sposito, 2013; Welle & Heilman, 2005) state similarly there are a considerable 

number of women who strive for top management positions and are unable to attain them. 

Another area that needs to be addressed is the events of 2020 and a global pandemic where the 

world was forced to work remotely from home. Women still largely carrying the burden of 

work in the home which presents a constant challenge. According to McKinsey & Company, 

(2020) report Women in the Workplace research shows that women do significantly more 

housework and childcare than men so much so that women who are employed full-time are 

often said to be working a “double shift.” The struggle to gain a work-life balance which can 

hinder a woman’s career path and advancement. Many women have been forced onto an 

insecure tightrope as they struggle to balance professional careers and family commitments. 

This report further highlights senior level women are 1.5 times more likely than senior-level 

men to think about downshifting their careers or leaving the workforce because of Covid-19. 

According to Irving et al., (2010) because of the tight recruitment market, growing skills 

shortages, approaching the exit of baby boomers from the workforce, male-dominated image 

and the overall culture and attitudes within the established workforce it is difficult to attract 

more women and retain those women already working in the industry. According to PwC 

Transportation & Logistics, (2030) very senior women serve as important role models for more 

junior staff, and can help in recruiting more talented women too. They can help the bottom line. 

Research has shown that companies with more women board directors outperform their less 

diverse peers. 

 

2.8 Cultural Attitudes  

 

The role of cultural attitudes is prevalent in the literature and has been shown to influence the 

beliefs of the role of female leaders in the SCL industry. An important basis for change is in 

attitudes toward the work that men and women should do, and what they want to do (Cohen, 

2013). Ridgeway, (2011) further emphasises this as a freely chosen “traditional” roles for 
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women are culturally celebrated, it is not surprising that occupational segregation shows little 

if any movement toward equality. By exploring the experiences of females in leadership roles 

in the SCL industry it will further establish if there is a gap in the literature to redefine the roles 

of females within the industry to further reduce occupational segregation. Double standards for 

female and male leaders are still present in today’s workplaces and even more so in SCL sector. 

Often, women face challenges when working in male-dominated cultures because to achieve 

success, women typically have to adapt to the organizational culture by taking on male attitudes 

and values (Eagly & Carli, 2003). One essential finding in research is studies show that women 

executives, when rated by their peers, underlings, and bosses, score higher than their male 

counterparts on a wide variety of measures from producing high-quality work to goal-setting, 

to mentoring employees (Sharpe, 2000).  

These findings are consistent with Jermsittiparsert & Srihirun, (2019) who reported the future 

of every supply chain organization is dependent upon the development and retention of good 

leaders. Thus, it has been argued that effective leadership in a supply chain network requires 

managers to demonstrate behavioural complexity, defined as the ability to act out a cognitively 

complex strategy by playing multiple, even competing, roles in a highly integrated and 

complementary way (Hooijberg, 1996). All the complex activities within the Supply Chain are 

considered to be driven by human interaction (Sweeney, 2013) and the ultimate success of the 

business will depend on management's ability to integrate the company's intricate network of 

business relationships (Lambert & Cooper, 2000). As women ascend to leadership positions, 

the barriers to assure continuity and retention of top female executive talent become more 

complex. These challenges affect their retention and career success (Martin & Barnard, 2013).  

 

2.9 Conclusion  

 

Having more women at a senior level can further empower female employees lower down 

the hierarchy to continue to progress their career and feel confident in both themselves 

and the organisation that progressing their career in the future is possible (Parker, K., Horowitz, 

J.M. and Rohal, 2015). Supply chain and logistics as a career has an image problem, one that 

is particularly severe in emerging markets. This stems from several reasons, including a lack 

of understanding of what supply chain and logistics is, to a perception that supply chain is not 

an attractive career path both for men and women, and inadequate educational programs in 

third level education facilities.  
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The purpose of this chapter was to review the most relevant and significant literature on 

leadership and female leaders within the SCL industry. This was followed by discussions on 

leadership development, gender inequality, diversity, and culture within in a male dominated 

industry primarily SCL sector. The body of literature on leadership styles, diversity, gender 

inequality and cultural attitudes has led to several themes being identified. These themes will 

form the basis of the semi structured interviews in the following Chapter 3, Methodology. The 

next chapter will discuss the different methodological approaches carried out in the author’s 

research and identifying the reasons behind the author’s choice. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY  

3.1 Introduction 

 

Research is conducted to obtain knowledge and information about a specific area or problem. 

It helps in exploring the problems related to the field of research and thus finding out possible 

and feasible solutions (Schommer, 2004). Researchers commonly focus on using only one 

method of research either quantitative or qualitative. This research will promote the use of 

qualitative to investigate the research question outlined earlier and highlight the potential 

benefits of using qualitative to ensure rich data is obtained from the participants which assists 

in exploring the experiences of female leaders in male-dominated industries such as the SCL 

industry specifically. Methodology is a very important while conducting any type of research 

which helps to follow how the study/investigation can be accomplished. 

 

3.2 The Research Process 

 

The research onion Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, (2019) provides a useful framework for 

researchers and describes the stages through which the researcher must pass when formulating 

an effective methodology. The following 6 stages of the research onion will be used as a guide 

to obtain a greater understanding of techniques used in research and trace the layers of the 

onion from a philosophy into a method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - The research Onion. Source (Saunders et al., 2019). 
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3.3 Research Philosophy 

 

The research philosophy referred to in Figure 3 is a set of beliefs concerning the nature of the 

reality being investigated (Saunders & Townsend, 2016). According to (Malalgoda, 

Amaratunga, & Haigh, 2018) methodology varies according to the research problems 

investigated and therefore identification of the most appropriate research methodology is 

essential to achieve the aims and objectives of the research outlined in Chapter One and to 

ascertain the credibility of the research findings. Research philosophy essentially denotes the 

leading schools of thought which consist of epistemological, ontological, and axiological 

beliefs and assumptions that guide a researcher throughout the entire research process, from 

research approach selection, to the choice of data collection and analysis techniques (Saunders 

et al., 2019). The primary research analysis is qualitative, whereby 6 in-depth interviews are 

carried out with female leaders currently working in the SCL industry. According to Saunders 

et al., (2019) there are three types of research assumptions to distinguish research philosophies. 

 

3.3.1 Epistemology 

Epistemology refers to assumptions about knowledge, what constitutes acceptable, valid, and 

legitimate knowledge, and how this can be communicated to others (Saunders et al., 2019). 

Berryman, (2019) concurs that epistemology and ontology provide insight into what the 

researcher believes to be the nature of truth, the nature of the world, and ways of being in that 

world, together they describe the world view or the researcher.  

3.3.2 Ontology 

Ontology refers to the nature of reality. Ontological assumptions shape the way in which a 

researcher studies research objects and is concerned with what actually exists in the world 

about which humans can acquire knowledge. It is our ontology that leads us to formulate the 

questions that become our research (Belkhir, J. & Barnett, 2001). Ontological issues are 

concerned with questions pertaining to the kinds of things that exist within society (Al-Saadi, 

2014). 

3.3.3 Axiology 

Axiology refers to the role of values and ethics (Catterall, 2000). Axiology focuses on what 

you value in your research. Thus, values often affect how research is conducted and what value 

is identified in research findings (Saunders et al., 2019). According to Malalgoda et al., (2018) 

the researchers are demonstrating their values such as personal values, feelings and beliefs, 

which would create a part of the research philosophy throughout the research process. Based 
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on the context of this study and the research objectives posed axiology has been selected as the 

most appropriate school of thought for the researcher.  

 

3.3.4 Positivism Versus Interpretivism 

 

There are four main research philosophies. Generally, research can be carried out within two 

separate philosophies: positivist or interpretivist. These two major research philosophies have 

been identified in the Western tradition of science, namely positivist (sometimes called 

scientific) and interpretivist (also known as anti-positivist). Positivists believe that the reality 

is stable and can be observed from an objective point of view. Davies & Hughes, (2014) believe 

it is based on an ontological assumption that the world is governed by a series of rules and laws 

and an associated epistemological position that these rules can be tested and understood 

through experiments. Such a position therefore favours quantitative methods, as these are seen 

to be objective.  

In contrast interpretivism emphasises that humans are different from physical phenomena 

because they create meanings (Saunders et al., 2019) and that there is no objective reality, no 

singular way of understanding the world (Davies & Hughes, 2014). Interpretivism philosophy 

was adopted so as to understand the rich and complex lives and opinions of the people being 

researched and furthermore because the sample size is small, and it is applied in case of small 

sample size. Saunders et al., (2019) further emphasises that the purpose of interpretivist 

research is to create new, richer understandings and interpretations of social worlds and 

contexts. Interpretive research stresses the role of human beings as social actors where a 

researcher obtains knowledge by entering the social world of research subjects to understand 

the phenomena being studied from their point of view in a subjective and empathetic manner 

(Holden and Lynch, 2004).  

 

3.4 Research Approach  

 

The research approach is typically conducted from three approaches consisting of Abductive, 

Deductive, and Inductive. An abductive approach combines both deductive and inductive 

which is described as moving back and forth, combining deduction and induction. According 

to Blaxter, Hughes, & Tight, (2001 p 185) “Quantitative research is thought to be more 

concerned with the deductive testing of hypotheses and theories, whereas qualitative research 

is more concerned with exploring a topic and with inductively generating hypotheses and 
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theories.” Induction commences with broad sweeping statements from observations and 

navigates the data to draw a hypothesis or theory from the data set (Saunders et al., 2019). By 

applying an inductive approach to this research to allow research findings to emerge on the 

subjects of gender inequality, diversity, and leadership styles in female leadership roles within 

the SCL industry would mean obtaining data that is sufficiently detailed and rich to allow an 

exploration of the phenomenon. This can then be used to identify and explain themes and 

patterns regarding gender inequality, diversity, and leadership styles in leadership roles. This 

is then developed and integrated in an overall conceptual framework. 

Grounded theory is used through the collection and analysis of data using in depth interviews 

and following a review of the data collected, ideas or concepts become apparent which can be 

coded and grouped into themes. Based on the literature review, a bank of interview questions 

have been composed, designed to assess the awareness of the participant to leadership styles, 

gender diversity and inequality related topics and their impacts. The research strategy will 

include an approach of in-depth interviews and a comprehensive literature review. Participants 

will be selected from male-dominated industries particularly the SCL industry. Interview 

questions will comprise of both open and closed questions and participants will have the 

opportunity to add comments if they so wish and elaborate on their experiences. 

 

3.5 Research Design 

 

In order to gather the best possible data this research chooses to use a single data collection 

technique and corresponding analysis procedure, a mono method qualitative design. A 

qualitative method captures participants' experiences using in-depth interviews. Research 

interviews is an umbrella term used to include different types of interviews. Saunders et al., 

(2019) indicate that interviews come in three main forms, structured, semi- structured and 

unstructured. Interviews are a method of collecting data in which quantitative or qualitative 

questions can be asked. Quantitative questions are closed, whereas qualitative questions are 

open-ended, with participants responding in their own words (Saunders & Townsend, 2016). 

Interviews are the most frequently used method of collecting data in qualitative research and 

their popularity is related to their being perceived as 'talking' and talking is natural (Griffee, 

1997). Semi structured interviews are used to achieve the objectives set out in Chapter One and 

to explore participant thoughts, feelings, and beliefs about gender inequality, diversity, 

leadership styles in a male dominated industry and to delve deeply into personal and sometimes 

sensitive issues. 
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3.5.1 Structured / Semi Structured interviews 

 

Structured interviews consist of administering structured questionnaires, and interviewers are 

trained to ask questions (mostly fixed choice) in a standardised manner (Fisher & Britten, 

1993). Semi-structured interviews allow all participants to be asked the same questions within 

a flexible framework (Dearnley, 2005). The respondents interviewed have a degree of freedom 

and flexibility in what they wish to talk about, how much they want to say and how to express 

it. The interviewer will have a list of questions and topics prepared in advance that need to be 

covered during the conversation, and in a particular order. 

 

3.5.2 Unstructured interviews  

 

Unstructured interviews are much more casual and unrehearsed. Rich qualitative data is 

obtained with open ended questions which allows the participant to elaborate more in depth on 

their answer. This means the interviewer can find out why a person holds a certain attitude. In 

these one-to-one interviews the researcher encourages participants to talk about issues pertinent 

to the experiences of female leadership roles and exploring the competencies required of female 

leaders working in male-dominated business environments. A combined semi-structured and 

unstructured interview method will be conducted to achieve detailed information of the 

participants and to obtain data in relation to their experiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - Key Features of semi-structured and unstructured interviews (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006) 

The interviews will also explore the image of the SCL industry from a female perspective and 

what they feel contributes to the perceived shortage of female leaders within the SCL industry. 
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These interviews as stated will be conducted by asking open-ended questions, which may 

during the interview be adapted to re-word, re-order or clarify the questions to further 

investigate relevant topics introduced by the participant. In qualitative research, in-depth 

interviews are often used to research the experiences and explore personal and sensitive issues 

with the SCL industry. Illustrated in Figure 4 are the key differences discussed between semi 

structured interviews and unstructured interviews.  

 

3.5.3 Interview Guide  

 

According to (Jamshed, 2014) semi-structured interviews are those in-depth interviews where 

the respondents have to answer preset open-ended questions and thus are widely employed by 

researchers. These types of semi structured interviews are conducted once only, with the 

interviewee and generally cover the duration of 30 min up to an hour. The individual in-depth 

interview allows the interviewer to delve deeply into social and personal matters. To obtain the 

best from the interview an interview guide will achieve optimum results. The questions at the 

beginning are structured core questions and follow on with 8 to 10 questions related to the 

central research question, objectives, and the key findings from the literature review. To 

capture the data more effectively permission was sought to record the interviews which makes 

it easier for the interviewer to focus on the interview itself instead of handwritten notes. An 

interview guide has been defined as a list of questions (Whiting 2008, Krauss et al. 2009), 

which directs conversation towards the research topic during the interview.  

An interview guide was created based on the literature review and the structure of the interview 

followed a logical order and flowed naturally. The participants were sent a link for an online 

meeting and with permission, was recorded for accuracy in transcribing the interviews. This 

allowed the researcher to focus directly on the interview.  

 

3.6 Data Collection  

 

To address the research question outlined in Chapter One  

‘What factors influence or inhibit females climbing the corporate ladder in the Supply Chain 

and Logistics (SCL) industry?’ 

an interpretivist, grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 2017) to data collection and 

analysis is used to develop insights into a poorly understood phenomena. By conducting semi 

structured interviews with the 6 participants it will allow for a rapport to develop and this can 
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foster a natural flow of their experiences. This can create a comfortable atmosphere which will 

encourage a natural flow of information. The result of this approach will allow the author to 

identify and explore themes and patterns that influence or inhibit females climbing the 

corporate ladder. This inductive approach delves into the experiences and feelings of female 

leaders within the SCL industry and the possible barriers to climbing the corporate ladder. An 

interview guide contained a list of questions to cover during the interviews. A sample of female 

leaders were identified, and a detailed profile of interviewees is outlined in Table 1. Prior to 

the interview, all participants were informed about the purpose of the research. Participation 

was entirely voluntary and strict confidentiality. The benefit of confidentiality was to allow 

and encourage trust allowing candidates to openly express their feelings and experiences. The 

respondents selected were all female, in line with the objectives of the research. Over eighteen 

candidates were contacted initially with twelve responses from national and international 

companies. Six were selected based on their seniority and experience within the SCL industry 

a profile of which is outlined in Table 1.  

Table 1 - Profile of Interviewees. Adapted by author  

 

Interviewee  Position  Yrs of 

Professional 

Experience  

Yrs of 

Leadership 

Experience  

Age Profile  Status Education  

1 DR Operations & 

Transport 

Manager  

30 years 25 years 45 Divorced -2 

Children 

Transport 

Manager / 

BSc 

2 GM Director / 

Owner 

25 years 20 years 47 Single - No 

Children 

BSc / MSc 

Marketing 

3 KG Customer 

Service 

Manager 

20 years 12 years 44 Married - 2 

Children 

MBA  

CMI 

Diploma  

4 SS Community 

Operations 

Manager 

27 years 15 years 47 Married - 1 

Child 

MSc / BSc 

5 CL Head Of 

Operations 

15 years 15 years 34 Single - 1 

Child 

BSc 

6 HN Director / 
Owner 

27 years 27 years 49 Married – 2 

Children  

BSc / MSc 

Law  
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3.7 Data Analysis  

 

Thematic analysis is widely used in qualitative research. According to Braun & Clarke, (2006) 

it offers an accessible and theoretically flexible approach to analysing qualitative data. Data 

analysis is built on an organised structure and assists in the interpretation of the data collected. 

An effective checklist was designed to guide the researcher in identifying the relevant data of 

codes and themes in line with the objectives of the research. While thematic analysis allows 

for flexibility one of the great advantages highlighted in research is that it can generate 

unanticipated insights. 

Table 2 - Checklist for effective thematic analysis adapted from (Braun & Clarke, 2006) 

 

Process  No. Criteria  

 

Transcription 1 The data is transcribed to an appropriate level of detail, checked for accuracy. 

Coding 

 

2 

3 

 

4 

5 

6 

Each data item has been given equal attention in the coding process. 

Themes are generated from the coding process and has been thorough, 

inclusive, and comprehensive 

All relevant extracts for all each theme have been collated. 

Themes have been checked against each other and back to the original data set. 

Themes are internally coherent, consistent, and distinctive 

Analysis 

 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Data analysed interpreted, made sense of rather than just described. 

Analysis and data match each other and extracts illustrate the analytic claims. 

Analysis tells a convincing and well-organized story about the data and topic. 

A good balance between analytic narrative and illustrative extracts is provided. 

Overall  

 

11 Enough time has been allocated to complete all phases of the analysis 

adequately, without rushing a phase or giving it a once-over-lightly. 

Written 

report  

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

The assumptions about, and specific approach to, thematic analysis are clearly 

explicated. 

There is a good fit between what is claimed, and what you show you have 

done. i.e., described method and reported analysis are consistent.  

The language and concepts used in the report are consistent with the position 

of the analysis. 

The researcher is positioned as active in the research process; themes do not 

just ‘emerge’ 
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3.8 Coding and Thematic Analysis  

 

It is important to distinguish between codes and themes. Saldana, (2016) suggests a theme is 

an outcome of coding. Interview coding is simply the response retrieved from interviews and 

interprets information to be grouped and given a label and the label should be developed last 

in the process of writing and creating the code (Boyatzis, 1998). The primary purpose of coding 

is to organize the data in a way that assists further analysis and interpretation (M. Catterall & 

Maclaran, 1997). One approach used to trace common occurrences or issues through each 

transcript from beginning to end will be the assistance of highlighter pens. These can then be 

labelled into themes and analysed further for coding categories to create a theoretical 

framework to identify gaps in the literature. A theme captures something important about the 

data in relation to the research question, and represents some level of patterned response or 

meaning within the data set (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

This method of coding and thematic analysis is widely used in qualitative research for its ability 

to capture the richness of the phenomenon studied in terms of analysis, interpretation and 

presentation (Saldana, 2016). The codes and themes selected from the in-depth interviews of 

participants are as the repetitive nature arising during interviews in investigating the gender 

diversity, inequality, and styles in female leadership roles in the SCL industry. The themes are 

identified by reading and re reading the data and looking for recurring patterns and recognising 

relationships in the codes which are refined and discussed in detail in Chapter 4 – Findings and 

Discussion. 

 

3.9 Ethical issues 

 

It is imperative that all the research related activities are conducted in an ethical and legal 

manner and the researcher possesses an accurate and comprehensive knowledge of the subject 

(Creswell, 2003). Saunders et al. (2009) note that data quality issues can arise when conducting 

semi-structured interviews regarding reliability, bias, validity, and generalizability. The 

European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity specifies four fundamental principles of 

research integrity that guide researchers in their work illustrated in Figure 5.  
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These principles are: 

Reliability Ensuring the quality of research, reflected in the design, the methodology, the 

analysis, and the use of resources. 

Honesty Developing, undertaking, reviewing, reporting, and communicating research in a 

transparent, fair, full, and unbiased way. 

Respect For colleagues, research participants, society, ecosystems, cultural heritage, and 

the environment. 

Accountability For the research from idea to publication, for its management and organisation, 

for training, supervision, and mentoring, and for its wider impacts. 

Figure 5 - Four Fundamental principles of research (ALLEA, 2017, Technological University Dublin, 2020). 

 

Cooper & Schindler, (2003) and Saunders et al., (2019) agree upon the necessity of including 

ethics as part of research design as it guides the research conduct onto what is ethical and what 

is not based on relevant codes of ethics. Also, it helps in determining ethical dilemmas and acts 

as a guide on how to tackle the issue. Saunders & Townsend, (2016) emphasise consideration 

of ethics at all three stages of research process: design and gaining access, data collection, data 

analysis, and reporting stage. The participants will be encouraged to voice their true 

knowledge, feelings, and opinions about the SCL industry and more specifically about the 

gender inequality in leadership roles in Ireland. Their identity will not be disclosed without 

their permission and participation in the interviews will not put their privacy at risk in anyway.  

The aim of this research will be to complete the dissertation in an eight-month period as 

outlined in a detailed scope presented in Appendix 1.  

 

3.10 Limitations and Project Risks 

 

Limitations are always going to exist in research of this kind. When sending out questionnaires, 

some respondents may not be interested in answering the questions, if the questions are not 

clear to the reader, but also can be tainted by respondents discussing questions with others. 

They can sometimes lack detail and where the responses are fixed, there is less scope for 

respondents to supply answers which reflect their true feelings on a particular topic. This was 

overcome by conducting semi structured interview questions which allowed respondents to 

express how they felt in their own words.  

If participants have reason to believe that it is not of a confidential nature, they may not answer 

honestly, and this could cause a problem as the answers may not be as free flowing as the 
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researcher would like them to be. This was overcome by ensuring confidentiality for the 

participants. 

The occupations of the participants represented only a small number of the male-dominated 

occupations that exist within the SCL. However, all participants were rich in information and 

expressed their feelings. They were very open and honest in the flow of conversation about the 

research objectives being explored. 

Due to high volume of work with the participants, arranging meetings was difficult as the 

pandemic increased the volume of work and task for participants. Also, while the interviews 

were online it lacked the rapport of face-to-face interviews would have. None the less valuable 

insight was obtained.  

 

3.11 Conclusion  

 

In this chapter the methodologies used were discussed to achieve the research objectives and 

allowed the researcher to gain better insight and understanding of this area of study. It is based 

on the research philosophy of axiology and an inductive approach which allowed data analysis 

to find themes that emerged from semi structured interviews. An interpretivist philosophy was 

recognised as the best method to explore and understand the perspectives of the participants 

and gained rich insights from female leaders.  

The following chapters will present context and findings into female leaders in the SCL 

industry and then the main analysis of the primary research. There will be a detailed description 

and discussion of the findings with relevance to the literature highlighted in the following 

chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Introduction  

 

The aim of this chapter is to compare and contrast the findings from the primary research 

conducted in interviews of participants and relate this data to the existing secondary data from 

the literature review. The structure of this chapter will adopt the themes that were derived from 

coding. Data collection and analysis of the primary data was collected by way of semi-

structured one-to-one interviews using scaled but predominantly open questions. These semi-

structured interviews allowed the author to guide the course of conversation with the help of 

pre-set questions to gather the required information for research while still enabling an open 

conversation and allowing the interviewees to respond freely in their own words with a sample 

interview questions contained in Appendix 3.  

A small sampling approach was utilised as there was a limited sample of appropriate available 

interviewees who fulfilled the requirement of working in a leadership role in a male dominated 

industry. The analysis and findings of codes and relevant themes are illustrated in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6 - Codes & Themes of Primary Research 
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The main results, conclusions and concepts expressed by the interviewees in the semi 

structured interviews were interpreted into common recurrent themes. This was achieved after 

listening and analysing the interview recordings and comparing and contrasting this analysis 

with the transcribed notes. This analysis formed the basis for the authors findings. It emerged 

from these findings that interviewees had a lot of concerns of the future of the SCL industry. 

Six main themes have been identified from both primary research and a detailed review of the 

literature which will be discussed in detail in this chapter. The first of them relates to styles of 

leadership and how they differ in men and women and the impact this has on the SCL industry. 

The second links into this and the characteristics of a good leader in the eyes of a female leader. 

The third theme identified was gender inequality linked also to theme 4 of the challenges 

women face in the industry. Theme five and six again are interlinked with the culture and image 

of the SCL industry and the impact this has on female leaders. This chapter outlines some of 

the themes which have emerged from both the primary and secondary research. The literature 

identified the areas of focus which contributed to the research questions i.e., image and culture 

of the SCL industry, leadership, gender differences in leadership styles and barriers faced by 

females in leadership positions in a male-dominated industry. These findings are discussed and 

organised by each objective outlined in Chapter 1  

 

4.2 Analysis of Research Objective 1 

 

Research objective one was to explore the image and culture of the SCL industry and if it 

contributes to the lack of females in leadership roles. The interviewees were asked the 

following question, how would you assess the levels of senior leadership roles within Supply 

Chain - as a percentage of men v women? Each interviewee agreed that the industry is 

predominantly male and because the industry is seen as a very tough industry it fails to attract 

females in from an early age. It is generally seen as a Boy’s Club as Participant 5 CL highlights 

it as: 

“I think the logistics is the entity that has generally been a bit of a boy’s club, if I'm honest. 

So, if you get on well with your boss, you will be taken along for the ride.” 

 

Participant 6 HN also agrees that it is male dominated stating the following: 

 

“Well, I think it's fair to say that the industry has, and for the foreseeable future, I'm sure will 

remain mainly male dominated.” 
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Therefore, this can be intimidating for some women to try and enter the SCL industry if they 

want to pursue a career in this field. These results provide further evidence supporting earlier 

findings on the hostile climate of male dominated occupations identified by Chovwen, (2007) 

such as SCL industry. Despite the slow increase of women in the industry it has also been 

identified as a generational issue as another participant describes the traditional industry as: 

 

“a load of stupid old men sat around a table pontificating.” 

 

While this seems to be a very harsh statement it cannot be brushed aside as the industry tries 

to make progress in employing women at grass roots level in order to be able to have a greater 

pool of resources in which they can employ. This negatively impacts on career satisfaction of 

women (Chovwen, 2007). The industry still struggles to attract women in leadership roles as it 

is battling to shrug off its image of an industry full of manual tasks completed on the most part 

by men. In order to change the perceptions of the industry it is imperative to identify the vast 

array of career possibilities in this industry. A woman seeking to advance in a male-dominated 

domain or organization may be particularly likely to perceive many barriers to advancement 

and that their advancement depends on gaining the approval of male leaders who may, on 

account of gender norms and stereotypes (Heilman, 2012; Bear, Cushenbery, London, & 

Sherman, 2017) see women as less-suited to leadership than men. When asked, the 

interviewees all agreed that visually the balance of men v’s women in SCL was somewhere 

between 80 % / 20 % to men. They all have seen a very small improvement but also reiterated 

there was very slow progress being made to encourage more females as leaders leading one 

interviewee observed: 

 

“We don’t shine bright enough, or we don’t shout loud enough.” 

 

This was seen at an event the London Maritime Arbitrators Association 2019 recently (pre 

Covid) attended by this interviewee where there were 10 women in attendance with 250 men 

and compared to a similar event ten years ago it was two women in attendance stating: 

 

“we haven’t moved greatly in 27 years” 

 

Another participant 5 CL describes the industry as predominantly 90% male: 
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“if we're talking about females and leadership, I'll be quite honest with you, I've met a 

handful in the 15 years that I've been there, and that I've been in different varying roles. And 

certainly, when we're talking about director level and leadership team level, very, very rare 

that I've come across a female.” 

 

and also feels that you have to work four to five times harder than any of her counterparts. She 

purposely chose to work for a female as she felt: 

 

“I was in a position to learn from somebody who had equally been in a similar position 

herself, I guess. It is very unique. Yeah, I've never had had a female boss until now.” 

 

This significant gap is why the industry must change in order to attract a new generation of 

female SCM’s, one that includes women at every level and fosters the opportunity for growth 

with women in mind.  

All 6 interviewees did not actively pursue a career in SCL they were either born into the 

industry i.e., grew up with it in their family or accidentally ended up in the SCL industry but 

none of them actively pursued a career in this industry as they felt it was not actively 

encouraged as a job for a female. According to (McKinnon et al., 2017) logistics is seen at an 

operational level as a labour-intensive industry with many blue collar workers (e.g., truck 

drivers, warehouse operators) and administrative clerks and further emphasises the lack of 

national initiatives to educate and train for occupations in the sector. Participants agree and 

indicate there needs to be a combined approach from the industry and government as a whole 

for improvements to happen. They also expressed that respect, recognition and value is required 

within the industry. The quality of recruitment and retention is also a question of image, which 

in the case of logistics is often poor. As one interviewee put across the following scenario: 

 

“Listen, if I turn up to a job interview, six months pregnant, and Mark turned up to the job 

interview, we both got exactly the same qualifications. And we've been working the same 

amount of time. And it's a full-time position, who you're going to give the job to. It’s 

inevitable, isn't it?” 

“People do look when they're recruiting look at a woman and think is she of childbearing 

age?” 
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Participants concur that there are discriminatory practises embedded in some management 

policies in recruiting in SCL and these practices result in discouragement for many women. 

Collectively the logistics sector could invest in promoting the image of its professional 

opportunities, targeting especially the younger professionals (McKinnon et al., 2017). Working 

within SCL presents a lot of opportunities for individuals looking for a dynamic career path. 

Slow progress is being made to level out the gender imbalance and the stigma attached to 

careers in this industry needs to be addressed. According to the women who are already 

working in the industry they have a key part to play in closing the gender gap. It is crucial for 

women to understand how important their presence is and, most importantly, how they can 

help to champion other women (Dorman, 2020).  

It is about revolutionising hiring strategies and as one interviewee describes: 

 

“giving women the opportunity to come into roles with a very different perspective and a very 

different approach, which I don't think as a rule generally happens in large logistics 

organisations.” 

 

It was also identified and discussed in the interviews that both, men, and women have various 

different styles of leadership. Therefore, this research investigated what these styles are and 

the main reasons that men are holding leader positions in SCL, and females are encountering 

barriers to the leadership and management positions which is analysed and discussed in the 

following section under research objective two. 

 

4.3 Analysis of Research Objective 2 

 

Objective two was to investigate if leadership styles impact the SCL industry. This was clearly 

evident from the interviews that these females adapted a style to try to integrate into their role 

as female leaders. Women feel more pressure than men to prove themselves in corporate 

environments (KPMG, 2020) and women also reported feeling a greater need to adapt their 

leadership styles as they rise to the highest echelons of an organizational structure. Two-thirds 

of respondents (66%) in a KPMG report promoting inclusion and diversity agreed that women 

need to change leadership tactics more frequently and drastically than men do (KPMG, 2020). 

This was also evident in the interviews as one respondent states when asked if women and men 

have different leadership styles? 
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“there was a huge portion of my time spent controlling or adjusting my behaviour to ensure 

it was in line with what was expected rather than what would be natural.” 

 

This is known in research as the imposter syndrome described by Clance & Imes, (1978) where 

women do not experience the internal feeling of success and hence see themselves as 

‘imposters’. The inability to internalise their accomplishments means many see their 

achievements as a result of luck, working harder or manipulation (Howe-Walsh & Turnbull, 

2016). Another participant Interviewee 2 GM states she: 

 

“suffered with everything that every other female suffers from imposter syndrome. You know, 

I've gone into meetings and being the only woman in the room and being the quietest in the 

room.” 

She put this down to a lack of confidence and ability but also because she is the only female in 

the room. Other participants felt they had to prove themselves in order to be recognised because 

they are females in a male dominated industry and as research suggests the challenge of 

operating in a working environment that is dominated by male leadership styles and shaped by 

the understanding that women are less capable leaders (Esser et al., 2018). However, 50% of 

interviewees agree that women are well capable of doing anything a man can do, or sometimes 

even better, we are equal.  

Interviewee 6 HN when asked the question, do you think we have to prove ourselves? She 

replied with: 

 

“No, I don't think we have to prove ourselves. I think we have to have the confidence to put 

ourselves forward, though. Yes, I think we, if more of us, put ourselves forward, you would 

see more women at the table.” 

 

Having confidence in the ability to become a leader in SCL has been increasingly difficult to 

be recognised. Effective leadership is described by Summerfield, (2014) as intelligent, 

articulate, confident, courageous, witty, driven, knowledgeable, and charismatic. Summerfield, 

(2014) embraces that no one style or set of traits and skills defines an effective leader and this 

is clearly evident from the interviews when asked about their own personal style of leadership 

some of these characteristics and styles are summarised in Table 2.  
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Table 3 - Leadership Styles 

 

Interview Characteristics  Style  Codes Themes  

1 DR Commitment  

Enthusiasm / Drive  

Problem Solver  

Upfront / 

Opinionated 

Get stuff done  

Reliable / Adaptable  

Communication  

Participatory 

Transformational 

Democratic  

Visionary  

Authentic  

Upfront / opinion 

Enthusiasm Drive  

Strong in leading  

Dominant  

Military style 

Have to be 

dominant / 

aggressive BUT 

need to be true to 

themselves  

 

2 GM Disrupter  

Upfront / opinion 

Enthusiasm / Drive  

Assertion / 

Adaptable 

Self-Reliant  

Pain in the arse  

Raving bitch 

Aggressive  

Communication 

Autocratic  

Transformational  

Democratic  

Adaptable  

Inclusion / Trust 

Lack confidence  

Self-Doubt  

Communication 

Firm but Fair  

Empathise  

Understanding  

Organised 

Delegate 

Not about gender 

it’s about quality of 

leader  

A dominant style to 

be adapted to 

succeed 

3 KG Driven 

Organised/Self-

confident  

Co ordinate  

Authentic / 

Empathetic 

Firm but Fair 

Understanding 

Adaptable  

Lack confidence  

Overcompensate 

Empathetic 

Empowering 

Delegating  

Democratic  

  

Understanding 

team dynamics  

Praise  

Constructive 

feedback  

Communication / 

Trust Engaged 

team 

Age makes us more 

balanced  
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4 SS Strong in leading  

Dominant / Military 

style 

Make it happen  

Adaptable  

Autocratic  

Laissez-faire  

Bolshy -deliberate 

attitude and had 

to be full of 

argument in order 

to gain respect 

 

5 CL Lead from bottom 

up  

Relationship 

building 

Assertion 

Open Honest 

Upfront 

Empathetic 

Democratic  

Transformational  

 

Self-Doubt  

Delegate 

comfortably 

Teach people  

Show conviction 

& believe in it 

 

6 HN Impart knowledge  

Stand out / Speak 

out 

Lead by example 

Show conviction 

Inclusion Team 

dynamics  

Authentic 

Empathetic 

Democratic  

Transformational  

 

Have to be 

dominant / 

aggressive BUT 

need to be true to 

themselves  

Not about gender 

it’s about quality 

of leader  

A dominant style 

to be adapted to 

succeed 

Age makes us more 

balanced  

Generational  

 

The most common style of leadership (83%) that was described by the interviewees was a 

democratic style of leadership which can also be described as participative, while this style was 

not identified in the literature review it is evident that it incorporates both a transformational 

and supportive style of leadership which sits with many of the female traits identified in the 

literature. Most interviewees stated that they had to adapt their style to be accepted into the 

industry as one interviewee 5 CL describes as: 

 

“I think I've generally taken the stance to be that bolshy one and to try and react and to try 

and pull people up on it and to try and yeah, try and question it and call it out.” 
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Interviewee 5 CL also goes onto say that: 

 

“I think if I were the kind of person that had sat quietly and done, as I was told and, you 

know, who literally done exactly what I was told without any comment, then probably career 

wise I would, be slightly further along than I am now.” 

 

If she had done as she was told she felt she would have progressed further in her career at a 

greater pace. She felt this was due to her being a female. This is clearly an example of gender 

bias and felt that she had to have controlled responses or otherwise she was viewed as being 

either too emotional or on the extreme of that too aggressive for a female. Democratic versus 

autocratic style is a narrower aspect of leader behaviour than task-oriented versus 

interpersonal- ally oriented style Bass, (1990) the democratic-autocratic dimension also relates 

to gender roles, because one component of the agentic norms associated with these roles is that 

men are relatively more dominant and controlling, more autocratic and directive than women 

are. 

These female leaders in their roles all agreed as identified in Table 2 that in order to be an 

effective leader empathy and authenticity is required and these traits are primarily found in 

female leaders as described by interviewee 5 CL: 

 

“that ability to care is much more visible within female leadership than it is within male 

leadership.”  

 

It’s also critical that leaders communicate with empathy, so employees feel valued and 

understood. Research shows that this kind of openness and understanding reduces anxiety and 

builds trust among employees (Men, Yue, & Liu, 2020). Research further identifies that 

charismatic executive leadership communication is defined to encompass three behavioural 

dimensions: envisioning (i.e., communication about vision), energizing (i.e., communication 

about passion), and enabling (i.e., communication about care and support) (Men et al., 2020). 

Interviewee 4 SS when asked about her own leadership style stated how her style of leadership 

has a very helicopter view, being able to go top down and bottom up easily: 

 

“I am able to support them in two ways, not only giving them the vision, but also giving them 

the possibility in case of need to support them in practical situation.” 
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This style of leadership was particularly evident with all six interviewees stating commitment, 

communication, enthusiasm, and drive was necessary for them to climb the corporate ladder 

unlike their male counterparts who were identified as being aggressive, direct, and dominant. 

According to Men et al., (2020) communication plays a crucial role in determining how internal 

and external stakeholders perceive the organization’s image and reputation. If the SCL industry 

wants to improve the traditional image portrayed, they need to adapt a democratic style of 

leadership, and this can be done effectively by incorporating a diverse leadership team of both 

men and women. The barriers faced by women in succeeding to the top needs to be broken in 

order for them to encourage other females to pursue a rewarding career as identified in the 

interviews.  

 

4.4 Analysis of Research Objective 3 

 

When exploring research objective three the barriers faced by females in leadership positions 

in a male-dominated industry, it was clearly evident in the interviews that all participants did 

identify family as one of the first barriers experienced. According to Howe-Walsh & Turnbull, 

(2016) who suggest unsurprisingly, having a baby influences career progression and this was 

identified in the interviews. Interviewee 5 CL states: 

 

“I've known one or two people that have applied for, say, promotions, while they are either 

pregnant or on maternity leave, and have got them it's very rare that women will even be 

made aware of promotions available to them when they're in that situation” 

 

This is a prominent finding as this has an impact upon their ability to positively contribute 

towards the organisation but also highlights the lack of flexibility for organisations to adapt for 

a work life balance making it more difficult for women to even apply for promotions within 

the industry. Previous research has identified numerous factors contributing to women's 

exclusion from the top, such as work-family issues, discrimination, and organizational barriers 

to women advancing (Eagly & Carli, 2007). Some of these barriers identified as family was 

stated as sometimes coming from within your own household as Interviewee 3 KG describes:  

 

“I think some of the bias doesn't actually come from work, it comes from your own 

household, my husband still thinks that I should do all the kids’ stuff rather than least to be 

honest, his life really hasn’t changed over the past 18 months.” 
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Interviewee 6 HN describes her situation clearly, she would not be in her role without the 

support of her husband as she states: 

 

“But I imagine if I have, for example, hadn't had the same support with my husband at home 

looking after kids. I'm not sure I would be where I am now. 

Because I wouldn't have been able to achieve it.” 

 

According to Méndez-Morse, (2000) female leaders frequently have the dual role of being both 

administrator, manager, or entrepreneur and the primary homemaker. Another interviewee who 

does not have children described one of her friends who has children as being a:  

 

“Powerhouse, and I see their relationship, and it's very much an equal partner piece.” 

 

Responses from interviewees show both the challenges of career breaks, possibly to have a 

family, day-to-day work hours and job security impact not only work but home life. 

Undertaking a career break was seen to have a significant effect upon career advancement 

within the SCL industry. While the literature has explored this, it fails to identify the impact 

this has on the industry and encouraging gender diversity within the industry. Many women 

are balancing career and family roles at an age when male colleagues are devoting more and 

more time to work, taking advantage of career opportunities unconstrained by their role as 

parents (Watts, 2009). Interviewee 1 DR also agreed with the other participants stating that: 

 

“If I didn't have children, I probably would have been more adventurous and gone to Dublin 

for a different role, or a managerial role than what I took at the time, was something that was 

suitable to me because of where I was my personal life. “ 

 

Another significant barrier identified in the findings was in the HR and recruitment process 

where it was recognised by some participants that a female can be a cost liability to an 

organisation and unless the organisation has a large pool of talent and resources it tends to 

question its ability to recruit a female. As interviewee 6 HN infers: 

 

“Well do people look when they’re recruiting look at a woman and think is she of 

childbearing age? Yeah. I’m quite sure they do.”  
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“the perception from an employer point of view is that as a woman, you are a little bit more 

of a liability from a cost point of view.” (Interviewee 5 CL). 

 

Most SCL companies in Ireland particularly are made up of SME’s making them a greater risk 

to this factor hindering females from the recruitment stage. Women who wish to enter the 

profession may be discouraged from applying by these practices for fear of rejection. If there 

are not enough women at grass roots level, this reduces the progression of female leaders in 

the industry. According to a Harvard Business Review by Ibarra, Ely, & Kolb, (2013) fewer 

female leaders means fewer role models and can suggest to young would-be leaders that being 

a woman is a liability thus discouraging them from viewing senior women as credible sources 

of advice and support. This was another factor identified in the findings the lack of female role 

models, formal mentorship, and female networks in the industry. While great strides have been 

made with IWD (International Women’s Day) and Women in Supply Chain the participants 

observed that internal formal networks are not available within their own organisation apart 

from one interviewee 4 SS who works for a global MN (Multinational) stating that: 

 

“I had both, I had the female mentor and male mentor. In particular, the one that the make 

me advance in my career was the lady, was the one that helped me to move from being the 

Italian marketing director to move to the headquarter in Belgium five or six years ago she 

was the one pushing me and supporting me in this career movement, and she was in the end 

not only my mentor, but in the end, she also was my manager, my director, my DP.” 

 

By mentoring and empowering followers, such leaders encourage them to develop their full 

potential and thereby contribute more capably to their organization (Eagly & Johannesen-

Schmidt, 2001). This type of formal mentorship was only identified in one out six participants 

as the other interviewees state when asked the question, Do you have a network of other female 

peers / mentors (outside of industry and lobby groups) within your profession that you could 

readily call on for support if required or who have helped you in your career journey? 

 

“No, and I didn’t, I wasn't part of any mentors or groups or anything like that.” (Interviewee 

1 DR). 

 

“No and that wouldn't have been available in my time.” (Interviewee 2 GM). 
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“You know, the type of mentoring I've done internally, I think, sadly, has been, from our 

customer perspective has been a bit poor.” (Interviewee 3 KG). 

 

“I said until this job, I don't think so if I'm honest, I mean, I would say I've had, I'm gonna 

call them more contacts.” (Interviewee 5 CL). 

 

Mentoring programmes within an organisation can help facilitate the progression and career 

development of women in SCL. These can be both formal and informal programmes. While 

some organisations may view this as a cost it can be cost free where meetings are held with 

potential females to review their career progress and facilitate open communication.  

Together the transformational and democratic leadership style identified and discussed by 

participants have communal aspects, whereby leaders focus on mentoring and developing their 

subordinates and pay attention to the individual needs. This is somewhat more aligned in 

research with the female rather than the male gender role, demonstrating that teams perceive 

greater correspondence between leaders’ feminine personality attributes and their 

transformational style than their transactional style (Eagly & Johannesen-Schmidt, 2001). This 

was clearly evident in the interviews as participants when asked, how do you define successful 

leadership they stated some of the following: 

 

“A leader to me is someone who leads by example, is inclusive brings his team along and, 

you know, works as a team.” (Interviewee 6 HN). 

 

“Leadership is to me about bringing a team somewhere, you know, showing them the road 

making business better, you know, if you can actually do that in a more positive light.” 

(Interviewee 2 GM). 

 

“My manager reports to me that my style is, as you mentioned, empathetic. So, I am able not 

only to talk with them, and to be with them for only working reason, but I am able to be part 

of the team and caring about the person and not to the employer or the worker.  

And the second element is that my style is being able to go top down and bottom up easily.” 

(Interviewee 4 SS). 

 

The transformational and democratic style of leadership identified in the primary research 

bestows a family like feeling to the team, encouraging, and empowering teams to achieve 
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greater goals for the business can only but benefit any organisation. The literature supports the 

claim that gender diversity is vital to any workplace (Wright, 2009). It was also identified in 

the secondary research Chovwen, (2007) recognised that companies can improve their 

retention outcomes of women by deliberately addressing barriers to women’s career 

development and advancement in the corporate culture. Lack of acceptance, job satisfaction, 

career progression and gender inequality may serve as barriers against women and may 

increase their turnover in traditional male jobs.  

 

4.5 Analysis of Research Objective 4 

 

Lastly to examine the importance of gender equality in the SCL industry. Undoubtedly, 

individual perceptions of ability challenge many women. The primary research explicates how 

many women lack confidence in their ability within SCL. Howe-Walsh & Turnbull, (2016) 

believe this lack of self-belief acts as a barrier to their career advancement and is described by 

one interviewee 6 HN as: 

 

“We don't have confidence in the idea of putting ourselves forward” 

 

Another interviewee 2 GM states,  

 

“It took a little bit of confidence to get that voice.” 

 

Howe-Walsh & Turnbull, (2016) concur that doubting their ability to gain promotion is a 

reason in its own right to create a barrier to career advancement. According to Eagly & 

Johannesen-Schmidt, (2001) differences in styles can be consequential, because they are one 

factor that may affect people’s views about whether women should become leaders and 

advance to higher positions in organizational hierarchies. The belief that women are more 

emotional than men is one of the strongest gender stereotypes held in Western cultures 

(Brescoll, 2016).  

Gender bias was also particularly evident with one participant Interviewee 5 CL as she 

describes how her boss addressed her on her first day on the job and introduced her to 

colleagues as “TITS” stating: 
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“I interviewed with him, and for my first day in the job, I bumped into him in the lift going in 

on my first day, first morning, and he referenced me and introduced me to everyone in that 

lift as TITS on the basis that that's what he apparently remembered about me from the 

interview.”  

 

Another participant Interviewee 4 SS believes in order to encourage women into the SCL 

industry it has to reduce gender bias stating: 

 

“I believe one of the areas that we need to work on in order to increase the number of women 

is to reduce a lot of bias that we have in this market. There are a lot of bias, and this is why 

they were not reaching logistics company, because they have the impression that the 

company were not willing to consider ladies.”  

 

A central argument in the literature is that gender bias in evaluation is a major contributor to 

the scarcity of women in upper-level organizational positions, and that gender bias is rooted in 

gender stereotypes (Heilman, 2012). Evidence indicates that women who work in male 

dominated fields are prone to experiencing bias and discrimination (Begeny et al., 2020) and 

this was substantiated in the interviews. There is reason for cautious optimism as women still 

are not given equal consideration based on their skills and abilities because of the expectations 

that they are ill-equipped to do traditionally man’s work (Heilman, 2012). It is still evident that 

feelings of bias and under-utilisation amongst women in male-dominated occupations are 

common Martin & Barnard, (2013) as one participant interviewee 6 HN feels it still exists: 

 

“I don't think many men would now say, boo to me, you know, but that's taken 28 years to get 

to, so I'm so I'm probably the wrong person, to ask, but I'd be really interested, for example, 

to know, you know, a 25-year-old female, kind of starting on the rungs of the ladder. I have 

an awful fear, it hasn't perhaps changed.” 

 

This participant further emphasised that:  

 

“I'm gonna just say I don't find myself exposed to any level of sexism anymore. 

Whereas I did when I was starting my career.” 
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When this gender bias is experienced, the literature has identified that women are less likely to 

have job satisfaction and are less committed to their organisation and have stronger intentions 

to leave their job. Welle & Heilman, (2005) have identified the full impact of gender 

discrimination is felt not only by women, however, but also by organizations that may be losing 

out on the skills women bring into the workplace as they leave at higher rates than they would 

if discrimination was eliminated. 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

 

The principle purpose of this chapter was to analyse and discuss the findings from primary 

research and validate the relationship with secondary research. From the primary research and 

the interviewees responses it is evident the factors of leadership styles, image, and culture of 

SCL, diversity and bias are collectively of central importance in implementing change for the 

future of this SCL industry. There is no scarcity of talented, qualified women in Ireland but we 

need to improve diversity in the pipeline for executive positions (Geoghegan-Quinn, 2016). 

Increasing diversity within the SCL industry has to be paramount for the industry to survive 

and sustain a competitive advantage globally. Despite the great strides that have been made to 

include women in a male dominated industry a lot of work has yet to be done. The shared 

interest in promoting diversity varies from one company to the next. The primary research has 

indicated that while companies are aware of the need for gender diversity it has highlighted 

that SME’s are not actively encouraging female leaders in SCL. However, MNC who have a 

greater pool of talented resources are working on programs of inclusion and diversity.  

The analysis of the primary data provided interesting perspectives on leadership styles, image 

of SCL industry and gender bias that still exists within SCL. The barriers that women continue 

to face was evident, choosing to have a family, the lack of flexibility of a work life balance and 

the lack of internal mentoring. The literature has found that many of these challenges the 

women described are still issues today. According to a report FP Analytics, (2020) Women as 

Levers of Change, a number of well-established legacy industries are facing growing pressure 

to innovate and transform to remain competitive in the global economy. This report further 

emphasised that intensified global competition and rising consumer, employee, and investor 

concerns over the environment, human rights, and global health are pushing companies to 

improve business practices and products. If the SCL industry fails to address these challenges 

it could compromise its’ survival and may even render some SCL organisations obsolete. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

5.1 Introduction  

 

The purpose of this research was to investigate the factors that influence or inhibit females 

climbing the corporate ladder in the SCL industry. While there has been numerous studies on 

leadership most of them focus on the glass ceiling in general, however the sticky floor is not 

generally discussed in the literature and this research has been specific to the SCL industry and 

how the lack of female leaders impacts the industry.  

In this final chapter of research, conclusive findings are drawn based on the discussion of the 

previous chapters which is followed by recommendations for future research. This research 

draws on a comprehensive literature review along with findings gained from qualitative 

research taking an exploratory approach. Primary research outlined gives the author and reader 

a comprehensive insight into the SCL industry and further highlights a greater understanding 

of the main causes of why gender diversity within SCL is not given a higher priority when 

there are such obvious benefits to be gained by adopting an equal gender diversity policy. This 

research further identifies commonality in factors that drive gender inequalities in female 

leadership roles in a male dominated industry. Each objective will be discussed in detail taking 

account of factors of image and cultural attitudes, leadership styles, gender inequality and 

challenges faced by women in a male dominated industry. 

 

5.2 RO 1: Image and culture of the SCL industry 

 

It is clearly evident from the literature that the SCL industry is predominantly male, and this 

cannot be denied as there is a misrepresentation of women in executive roles, especially within 

the field of SCM. All participants in their interviews identified an 80 / 20 split of men to women 

in leadership roles throughout their careers and have identified that progress is being made 

however it is slow. A traditional male dominated SCL sector has made it very difficult for 

women to be well represented or considered as an equal when competing for supply chain jobs. 

In the last decade, there have been subtle signs of change, but not enough to achieve a 

sustainable competitive advantage for organisations. A gender-diverse workforce provides 

easier access to resources, broader industry knowledge, allows organisations to better serve a 

diverse customer base (WISC, 2014). Writing on findings from the CSO (Taggart, 2021) notes  
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NWCI women in leadership coordinator, said that the figures show “that the pace of change is 

too slow. The increases in female representation are extremely limited and marginal with risk 

of backsliding and regression.” An analysis of the primary research and findings identified that 

SCL industry is generally seen as a “Boy’s Club.” Participants also identified that they have to 

work four to five times harder than any of their male counterparts to prove themselves. This 

negatively impacts on job satisfaction of women. Satisfaction with one’s job is very crucial 

because it has been found to be positively related to career growth (Chovwen, 2007). The 

industry must change in order to attract a new generation of female SCM, one that includes 

women at every level and fosters the opportunity for growth with women in mind. 

 

5.3 RO 2: Leadership styles 

 

It was found in the primary research that four out of six respondents felt they had to prove 

themselves by adapting a leadership style of being autocratic and dominant in order for them 

to succeed and fit in. This was against their beliefs that a democratic and empathetic style of 

leadership works well and fosters a growing relationship with their teams. One participant who 

describes her behaviour as sometimes “Bolshy” was accused of being too aggressive and also 

told she was sometimes too emotional, and she felt she could not be herself in her role and was 

battling against her natural ability to be a leader. Over the last three decades research has 

repeatedly found that both men and women strongly endorse the idea that women are the more 

emotional sex (Brescoll, 2016). The primary research similarly found that women need to 

change leadership tactics more frequently and drastically than men do in order to fit in. All 

participants agree in order to be an effective leader authenticity and empathy is required and 

these traits are primarily found in female leaders. It is critical that leaders communicate with 

empathy, so employees feel valued and understood. Research shows that this kind of openness 

and understanding reduces anxiety which is of benefit to any organisation. It was also identified 

by one respondent as a feeling of impostor syndrome. According to Howe-Walsh & Turnbull, 

(2016) doubting their ability to gain promotion is a reason in its own right to create a barrier to 

career advancement. 

 

5.4 RO 3: Challenges  

 

The third objective explored was the challenges females face in this industry. One of the biggest 

challenges identified in the primary research was the lack of mentoring and network supports 
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both formal and informal for females within SCL together with the flexibility to allow females 

to have a family which has impacted on their career progression. Four out of six participants 

felt they would have benefited from a female boss or mentor as they are more emotionally 

tuned in with the stresses of life and understanding the demands of family life and this is an 

issue that does not belong exclusively to women. Choosing to have a family was identified as 

slowing the pace of their career progression. 

Another challenge they faced was in HR and recruitment process where it was recognised by 

some participants that a female can be a cost liability to an organisation unless the organisation 

has a large pool of talent. One of the challenges recruiters face is not having a large pool of 

critical resources, female talent to recruit from internally, therefore putting an organisation at 

a disadvantage in the recruitment and selection process. If there are not enough females in the 

pipeline within SCL they will be at a distinct disadvantage. The industry must take notice and 

actively work towards increasing quotas for women on boards and senior management, 

reviewing recruiting policies, introducing mentoring programs improving networking forums 

and professional development programs. Most interviewees had little or no experience of 

working with other women in their teams or in leadership roles, due to the extent of the gender 

imbalance in their career or organisation. As global supply chains require daily round the clock 

support even during weekends and holidays, excessive working hours and workload can 

conflict with family responsibilities. This all contributes towards a general lack of appeal of 

SCM to young professionals (McKinnon et al., 2017). This research also identified that gender 

inequality reduces SCM’s attractiveness to women.  

 

5.5 RO 4: Gender Inequality  

 

The literature provides evidence that gender inequality still exists in male dominated industries.  

Analysis of the findings from primary research also illustrates that gender inequality still exists 

where participants have experienced bias within their workplace. According to Gender 

Equality Strategy 2020-2025 gender equality is a core principle of the European Union, but it 

is not yet a reality (Von Der Leyen, 2020) stating “We can only reach our full potential if we 

use all of our talent and diversity.” In examining the importance of gender equality in the SCL 

industry one participant describes her experience when her boss addressed her on her first day 

on the job and introduced her to colleagues as “TITS.” This unwelcome conduct should not be 

tolerated in any industry and forms the basis of sexual harassment. The findings analysed 

further highlighted that the only way of solving the problem of gender inequality in SCL, and 
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the lack of female leaders is to empower women in SCL, as well as in the other male dominated 

industries. According to Heilman, (2012) when women are the targets of gender bias not only 

they, but the organizations for which they work and society as a whole, are the losers. 

 

5.6 Conclusion  

 

The SCL industry is facing growing pressure to remain competitive. It needs to innovate and 

transform to remain sustainable in a global economy. It is also evident that despite great efforts 

in attaining managerial positions in recent years, women in such positions are not yet out of 

the woods. If women are to succeed in upper-level work settings, they have to violate gender 

stereotypical prescriptions. They have to be able to compete aggressively for positions, to act 

independently and decisively, and to take charge when the situation requires it (Heilman, 

2012). Despite real progress, women remain rare enough in elite positions of power that their 

presence still evokes a sense of wonder (Eagly & Carli, 2007).  

The research shows that organisations are generally supportive but also identified that SME’s 

lack resources in encouraging women into leadership roles due to lack of formal and informal 

mentoring programmes and supports. Aside from subtle and overt forms of bias and 

discrimination, women are less likely than men to have access to strong professional networks, 

workplace support all of which provide critical support to leaders' mobility (Glass & Cook, 

2016). Increasing women’s participation in SCL would not only enhance the image of an 

organisations’ human resources, but it will boost their innovation and sustainable performance. 

 

5.7 Recommendations  

 

Women leaders have enormous potential to contribute positively to organizations (Glass & 

Cook, 2016). However, at this initial stage of the research, the research is unable to pre-

determine future outcomes for organisations without industry and governmental support. The 

research will guide organisations to develop and implement policies, strategies and initiatives 

geared towards attracting, integrating, retaining, supporting, and motivating women who are, 

or wish to be, employed in historically male-dominated occupations. Substantial headway has 

been made in understanding the structural and psychological barriers that women face in 

achieving and retaining leadership positions (Eagly & Carli, 2003, Ridgeway, 2011) however 

they still face many challenges today from decisions to have a family, to breaking a generation 

of traditionally men at the boardroom table. After conducting six semi structured interviews 
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with female managers, directors and CEO’s and synthesising it with secondary research there 

are key takeaways from the findings and effective interventions to increase women’s 

participation in SCL are: 

 

5.7.1 Sexual Harassment  

Embrace a more diverse culture and review organisational policy on workplace discrimination 

and sexual harassment and how they are dealt with. In male dominated environments, men can 

view women as invaders (Bobbitt-Zeher, 2011), thus rendering their gender more salient, 

leading to gender stereotyping and enforcement of gender expectations. The SCL industry 

requires gender bias interventions, and they must be successful (reduce bias first) in order for 

career preference or work life interventions to be successful for the future of the industry. 

Establish very clear policies and reporting mechanisms in response to sexual harassment, 

including zero tolerance for sexual harassment, and a clear set of anti-harassment policies. 

Organisations of all sizes SME’s and MNC can incur huge financial losses due to legal and 

litigation costs, increased employee turnover, absenteeism, and loss of productivity/turnover. 

This will also have a negative image for the organisation.  

 

5.7.2 Mentoring and Role Models  

The risk of isolation for females in a homogenous industry is increased. SME’s and MNC 

should ensure that they have network supports in place for both men and women to ensure they 

avail of the same opportunities in advancing in their careers. Professional networks offer both 

career and social benefits that contribute towards women’s well-being and career advancement. 

It is important therefore for these organisations to review their existing networks and 

mentorship programmes and improve measures of gender inclusion. This will increase 

retention and foster gender equality. This will provide women with access to professional and 

educational supports increasing their profile and recognition to the industry. Leveraging 

women’s talents and workplace support for women will improve overall organisational 

performance and will further engage the next generation of women wishing to enter the 

profession. FP Analytics, (2020) analysis found that the companies with the highest percentage 

of women in management were, on average, 47 percent more profitable than those with the 

lowest.  
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5.7.3 Support For Work-Life Balance  

Women take on the majority of family responsibilities (dual role) particularly in a global 

pandemic compared to men, even in families where both spouses are employed. The support 

for a work life balance needs to challenge, inadequate family leave policies within the SCL 

industry. SCL organisations need to re-assess their understanding of work life balance to ensure 

women can meet the expectations of having a dual role of being both administrator, manager, 

or entrepreneur and the primary homemaker. Policies such as job-sharing, alternative hours, 

and caregivers leave should be incorporated into policies to support work life balance. Flexible 

working time will retain female talent and enable a satisfactory work life balance.1 These 

policies must be supported by national legislation and social policies. 

 

5.7.4 Gender Diversity 

A gender diverse workforce has many benefits and must be included in an organisations vision 

statement. A move towards a democratic style of leadership should be considered for SME’s 

and MNC as authoritative or dominant management structures are no longer suitable as they 

fail to embrace the value adding capability of employees which are considered vital for survival 

and sustaining a competitive advantage. A larger talent pool of resources to choose from will 

increase creativity, increase productivity, improve collaboration, enhance employee retention, 

promote brand reputation leading to increased profits for the organisation. To ensure progress 

is made on a gender diverse workforce it will require a concerted effort from a variety of 

stakeholders, including policymakers, companies, investors, industry associations. Failure to 

increase the percentage of women across the SCL industry will limit an organisations potential 

to innovate and transform for positive global collaboration and to benefit from the financial 

and organisational dividends of a gender-diverse workforce. 

 

5.8 Future research  

 

This research identified some areas that may be taken into consideration for further research.  

 

1. Firstly, it would be of huge benefit for further research to interview six men in similar 

senior roles to understand their views of women in leadership roles and evaluate if they 

have a similar or a different perception of the culture, leadership styles of men v’s 

women and the many challenges women face within SCL.  
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2. There is still a lack of understanding within the SCL industry, and the literature fails to 

address these issues of Impostor syndrome, female mentorship, and lack of networking 

available to females. If on a career break due to family commitments, they are forgotten. 

A review of the financial, social, and reputational benefits that a gender diverse 

workforce can bring to an organisation should be investigated on a deeper level. 
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7.2 Appendix 1 - Letter of consent 

 

Dear ____________________ 

 

I hope this email finds you well. I am completing a MSc in Strategic Management and I am 

hoping you can help me.  

As an industry professional in Supply Chain and logistics I have undertaken some research as 

part of my final year of studies.  

I’m researching as part of my masters dissertation – the title of the dissertation is “An 

investigation into the factors that influence or inhibit females climbing the corporate ladder in 

the Supply Chain and Logistics industry”?  

 

Hence, I’m seeking to conduct interviews with women to gain their perspective.  

 

The interview process will follow a format of the following: 

 

• I am inviting women holding senior leadership roles with the supply chain and 

logistics industry to participate. 

• Interviews will be conducted over zoom at a time and date that is agreeable to the 

participant.  

• Typically, interviews will last from 30 - 45mins (however there is absolutely no time 

limit or expectation in place). 

• Interview will be semi-structured with a list of prescribed questions. 

• Participants will be forwarded the list of interview questions prior to actual interview 

– there is a very small profile section (participants are free to provide info or not 

within this section).  

• Interviews will be recorded by the researcher with your permission. 

• The interviewees (participants) name and that of their company will not be disclosed 

or referred to within the contents of the research or dissertation. 

• If requested, participants will be forwarded a digital copy of completed dissertation 

with all research findings. 
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Can you please let me know over the next few days when would best suit you for me to 

interview you if you are interested?  

We can arrange any time that suits you as I fully appreciate you taking the time to support me 

on this.  

Please let me know and please provide your contact number so I can contact you.  

By agreeing to these terms and conditions, I give permission for my involvement in this 

research study. 

 

Kind Regards 

Yvonne Sheehan 

 

 

Researcher Signature: ______________________     Date: _____________________ 

 

 

 

Managing Director Signature: __________________ Date: _____________________ 

 

7.3 Appendix 2 – Interview Questions  

 

Semi-structured interviews will be conducted via zoom, with no time limit. Estimated time for 

interview will range from 30 mins to one hour. Interviewees will comprise of female senior 

leaders, managers or directors currently working within supply chain & logistics organisations. 

Participants will be asked a short series of profiling questions prior to actual interview 

questions, to establish job title, seniority, years in industry, years in current organisation, along 

with some personal information: number of children, marital status, education, and age bracket 

in order to gain a profiling context of the participants – participants will be advised that they 

can choose not to answer all or just some of the profiling questions, as they prefer. 
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7.3.1 Section A – Profiling  

 

Professional 

Job Title   

Seniority    

Years in the industry   

Years in current company   

Personal 

Age 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60, 60+   

Marital Status   

Number of Children   

Number of Children < 21 years of age   

Higher Education    

 

1. Tell me about your career path and how you attained this position. 

2. What made you want to be in a leadership position? 

3. What characteristics do you possess that make you an effective leader? 

 

7.3.2 Section B – SCL Industry  

 

1. What do you do in your current role at X? 

2. In general, how would you assess the levels of senior leadership roles within Supply Chain 

- as a percentage of men v women?  

3. And how would you rate these percentages to be within supply chain and logistics industry? 

4. Have you ever worked for a female senior manager within the supply chain and logistics 

industry? (If yes how many? – if not, why do you think not?) 

5. In your opinion, what challenges do you most face in your workplace or daily business 

dealings because of the type of industry (male dominated)? 
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7.3.3 Section C – Leadership  

 

1. How would you describe your understanding of the term leadership in your industry?  

2. Do you have a particular type of leadership style in your opinion or how would others in 

your team describe your style? 

3. In your opinion, within working environments, do men perceive you differently because of 

your gender?  

4. What is the best way to bring more women into the leadership pipeline? What in your 

opinion should the industry be doing to bring more women into this field? 

5. In your opinion do women and men have different leadership styles? If so, how would you 

describe these? 

6. How do you define successful leadership, what behaviors characterize effective leaders? 

Are women excellent leaders, perhaps even better than men, on average or in some 

circumstances? 

7. How has your growing family affected your career? 

8. Do you have a network of other female peers / mentors (outside of industry and lobby 

groups) within your profession that you could readily call on for support if required or who 

have helped you in your career journey? 

9. “If you were taking a new job and had your choice of a boss, would you prefer to work for 

a man or woman?” Give reasons for your answer.  

 

7.3.4 Section D –Gender Diversity / Inequality  

 

1. Have you ever experienced discrimination or bias within a working environment based on 

your gender, if yes please describe how?  

2. Have you ever had to deal with negative stereotyping within your working environment 

because of your gender? If so, can you describe the form and circumstances in which this 

arose.  

3. In your opinion, what are the main causes of gender inequality that you have experienced? 

4. Does the lack of females impact the industry?  

5. What would you describe as the impacts of gender inequality has had on your career and 

experiences to date? 
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6. Would you advocate for gender diversity / equality and why – what benefits do you think 

it would bring to you and your business?  

7. Is there anything else you would like to comment on regarding gender inequality or 

diversity within Supply Chain and Logistics? 

8. Have you found it challenging to be a woman in this traditionally male-dominated 

business?  

9. How would you describe your organizations’ awareness and efforts to increase diversity? 

10. Is there anything you would like to see done to address gender inequality within your 

industry? 
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7.4 Appendix 3 – Sample Transcript  

 

Interviewee 6 – HN  

Interviewer  

So, I suppose as part of my dissertation, it's a follow on from previous research I did on female 

HGV drivers. And part of our module in the Masters was leadership roles. So, I thought I kind 

of go down a similar route but more in leadership roles.  

Yeah.  

And so, if you don't mind Helen, I'm just going to start with a little bit of professional and 

personal background on yourself to profile the interviewee. So, your current roles are quite 

what is your current role within your organisation?  

 

Interviewee  

Okay, so I'm the owner of noble shipping law.  

 

Interviewer 0:51   

Okay. And obviously, that's obviously the senior seniority level. Is it just yourself?  

 

Interviewee  

Yep. Just me that is in terms of owning the business. And so, I'm a sole trader, and then I would 

have an assistant working with me. 

 

Interviewer 1:05   

And the number of years in the industry 

 

Interviewee 1:09   

Since 1994, so 26 27 Max, not good. 27. I think we're 27 now.  

Okay, brilliant. 

 

Interviewer 1:21   

And just the age bracket. Helen if you don't mind, whatever you come in to?  

 

Interviewee  

I'm 40 to 50.  
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Interviewee  

Okay. 

 

Interviewer 1:32   

Great, because all the ladies I'm interviewing are all between that bracket. So, it's great. 

And if you don't mind your marital status and number of children 

 

Interviewee  

Yeah, I'm married with two children. And they are 14 and 17.  

So, both under 21  

 

Interviewer  

Great stuff well reared at this stage  

 

Interviewee  

Yeah, well, I hope so. 

 

Interviewer 1:54   

And just your own qualifications then. 

 

Interviewee  

Okay, so I have a law degree would be my bachelor's degree, which is an LLB in law. 

I have a master's in international commercial law. 

And I'm obviously a qualified barrister in the UK. And I'm a qualified solicitor here in Ireland 

and in the UK, and obviously Senior Counsel here in Ireland.  

 

Interviewer  

Oh, wow. 

 

Interviewee 2:30   

That’s nice. Thank you. 

 

Interviewer 2:33   
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I’m sitting back I’m kind of going ……...Wow. 

Interviewer 2:36   

So how did you end up in the career that you're in?  

 

Interviewee  

Okay, it's an I'll tell you the truth, because it's an amusing story, but probably not a professional 

kind of story. So, I qualified as a barrister in the UK. And I had a very clear idea of what I 

didn't want to do. I've been doing crime and family law, and I actually hated it. And I was 

relatively young at the time, Yvonne and idealistic. So, I registered to do a master's degree in 

international humanitarian law. So, I kind of figured I was going to go off and save the world 

and work for Amnesty International. I rocked up to sign up for my course at Nottingham 

University. And in the next line, there were queuing up to do a master's in shipping law. 

I switched. And the rest is history. So, it was actually quite it is actually quite that flippant, I 

have to say, and, and I think that is that is a reflection of where you're at when you are, you're 

fresh out of university, you know, you've got your degree and you think, 

what do I do next? You know, and the reason … 

 

Interviewer  

Or is it I can do anything?  

 

Interviewee 

Yeah. It’s kind of like you. 

I think, I think, 

I think the majority of people have an idea of what they don't want to do, as opposed to knowing 

what they want to do or what might suit them or even knowing what's out there to be honest 

with you.  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah, knowing what's out there, I think …. 

 

Interviewee 

Is probably the key. And, and it was literally, I was idling in the queue, and looked at the 

prospectus and I was like, oh my gosh, I really fancy that, and it caught my interest and, and 

that was it and the rest is history. I did Master's in international commercial law, but all the 
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subjects were in shipping and sort of all shipping related. And from then I left that university 

and decided very clearly, I wanted to work within logistics shipping, but on the legal side, 

obviously. So, I joined a small practice that provided shipping law to international shipping 

and then it kind of snowballed from there.  

 

Interviewer  

Okay, fantastic. What? So, you went into the legal aspect of the of the shipping and logistics 

What made you want to be in the leadership position that you're currently in? 

 

Interviewee 5:06   

I think to be honest with you having qualified as a barrister, you are always naturally sort of 

as that that type of person is quite an independent person as a starting point. And you're also 

quite vocal, let's be honest, you know, you you're not shy, retiring type, if you've if you're going 

to put yourself up into the role of a barrister. And I think those are some of the qualities perhaps, 

of leadership. But once I started working in larger law firms, Yvonne, I actually felt I had, and 

I enjoyed it. But I also thought I had a natural ability to teach people to bring people along. 

And I just really enjoyed it. So, for example, once, once I kind of got settled in Matheson here 

in Ireland, after James was born, I got involved, for example, in the recruitment of the trainees, 

I just really enjoy imparting knowledge. And I think that's part of leadership. But both when 

you start to get involved in the roles of training younger people, or 

you start to become a leader, and naturally, because you are the person they're looking up to, 

but then on the other side, putting that to one side, the other side was that there were very few 

people in Ireland doing shipping law. And so, I wanted to become a leader within Ireland, you 

know, the person to go to for shipping law as well. And it but it was a natural progression, it 

was sort of as a built up the practice, kind of became that person. Do you know, I wouldn't say 

if you'd asked me when I first fresh out of college was either going to become one of Ireland's 

foremost shipping lawyers, you know, or they're going to become a leader in shipping law. 

Absolutely not but it has, it has developed that way. 

 

Interviewer 7:08   

And you obviously enjoy it, I can see in you that you're still enthusiastic about it.  

Interviewee 
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And so, I once said to a client back in the UK, he asked me, what is it? Why do you do shipping? 

Because I love it. I said, but the day I stopped loving it, I will stop doing it.  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah.  

 

Interviewee 

And it really is that if there's a bug, you're in the industry, you're in logistics, transport, there's 

a bug to it. There is like you can't explain that to other people. But I meet, I talk to different 

people every day, I get different problems every day. But I don't get problems when dealing 

for example, if you were doing family or crime, I'm not dealing with personal problems. I'm 

dealing with commercial problems. 

Interviewer  

Yeah. And there is a difference.  

 

Interviewee 

And there is a difference. Yeah. to that.  

 

Interviewer  

Obviously, you're you know, you're an established, effective leader, but what characteristics 

do you possess that make you that effective leader?  

 

Interviewee  

I think, gosh, you are asking me to blow my own trumpet slightly, which is always 

uncomfortable. I go back to the first one, the kind of thing I just explained, I think a leader is 

someone that can teach other people, I can delegate comfortably once they have imparted their 

sort of knowledge and assisted other people. That's an effective leader leadership skills requires 

you to stand out and often sometimes maybe speak out, which isn't speak out in a manner that 

might not be consistent with general view, but you have to stand up and be counted for a leader 

is someone who shows leads by example as well. You know, you have to, you have to show 

conviction in what you believe in and, and but the biggest thing to me, a leader is someone isn't 

someone that sort of solely marching on their own. A leader is someone who can bring people 

along with them. 
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Interviewer 9:08   

So, inclusion. Yeah. With the team dynamics.  

 

Interviewee  

Yeah, absolutely.  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah, I'm just I've come back to the leadership in a second time, just a small bit on the industry 

itself, the logistics industry, how would you rate the percentages of men and women within the 

industry overall? 

 

Interviewee 9:28   

Well, I think it's fair to say that the industry has, and for the foreseeable future, I'm sure will 

remain we will remain mainly male dominated. I don't think it's as bad as when I first joined 

shipping law. I can tell you the very first reception I ever went to, was the London maritime 

Arbitrators Association, and it was two women in a room of 250 men in black tie, you know, 

we were very, very conspicuous. And years on that numbers probably risen to about 10 or 12 

Women Against 250 men. So, we've not moved greatly in 27 years. But 

I think if we looked at Ireland, and it's still relatively male dominated, I mean, think back to 

my days on CILT counsel. 

Like, I'd be one of two voices, that's a female voice, you know. 

So it is, it is still very much male dominated. And I don't know why. But that said, I was talking 

to my colleague here. I went to the pre COVID, I went to an event at Irish, Irish lights, which 

was for women in shipping logistics, and I was surprised of the amount of women involved. 

And so, I don't know what the statistics Yvonne I suspect the problem is, we don't actually 

know, we don't shine bright enough, or we don't shout loud enough or something. But there's 

more women than I think we realise.  

 

Interviewer  

And at a senior level there isn't.  

 

Interviewee  

No, that I mean, I was actually surprised. That was an event for senior women. And I was, I 

was surprised at some of the positions. But if you if we sat her down here today, and you and 
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I are having this discussion visually? No. I don't think you would see that many more for 

leadership?  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah, no. Okay. Would it be fair to say that it could be possibly in your view? Maybe 80 / 20, 

in terms of men versus women are 90 / 10?  

 

Interviewee  

Well, I think it's one of those two, it's no, it's not more than that, in my view? Definitely not. 

At all. Certainly visually, it's not definitely  

 

Interviewer 12:01   

Visually, okay. Okay. 

Have you ever worked for any other female senior leaders yourself?  

 

Interviewee  

I have? Yes.  

 

Interviewer 12:09   

And do you think, I suppose straight up, which would you prefer a female leader, or male leader 

for you personally, to work with  

 

Interviewee  

Male leader, and I will tell you why we are the worst to ourselves. Also, when, you know, when 

women get together, and they are effectively in competition, together, whether what we are the 

worst enemy to ourselves, and that's the only reason. So female partners that I've worked with 

in law firms would be hugely competitive, to the extent that they feel they have to pull down a 

female colleague to enhance their own position. And that's, I've come across that Yvonne more 

than three occasions. And that's what that so I've got a I probably have a very sort of shaded 

view on it. But I think we are. I don't think we are we, on sort of on an open general level. 

We're all very women of all very, very supportive of the idea of women in senior roles. Of 

course, we are because that's correct. And that's how it should be. But when you come down 

to, for example, to women, perhaps competing for this for that role, or you come down to a 

place where there is room for two women to work in senior roles together. I have found women 
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are the worst. And that may be particularly to the legal industry, I don't know. But it's kind of 

surprised me.  

 

Interviewer  

Surprising me as well.  

 

Interviewee  

Yeah, it's actually, you know, you're not you are not the first person I have said this to I've said 

this to countless people, and it surprised me. And I, it kind of saddens me, Yvonne, but I think 

it's a reflection of the fact that women feel that they have to work, you have to fight harder. 

And therefore, if they are seen to be fighting harder against a fellow female colleague that 

enhances that that view that they are, you know, they're really robust. They're really strong 

leaders. I don't know. And it may, as I say, be specific to the legal industry where we are fairly 

competitive anyway.  

 

Interviewer  

So, the characteristic of competing against another woman, and maybe that's autocratic nature 

do you think women have to portray that in order to succeed as leaders?  

 

Interviewee 

I think it's certainly it that is how women perceive it within my industry. And when I say within 

my industry, I mean the legal industry. I can't say I have come across that same 

reaction within the within the shipping and logistics industry as a whole Yvonne I'm but I'm 

probably the wrong person to ask that question because I'm very niche part of the shipping and 

logistics industry. I provide services to clients. And I'm not for example, in a logistics business,  

 

Interviewer  

yeah, no, I  

 

Interviewee 

with a number of women working so I can only give it to you in the legal context, the legal 

court, law firms are horrendously competitive anyway. You know, there is there's a race from 

day one in a solicitors firm to become an assistant solicitor then become an associate solicitor 
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or a senior associate, to become a partner to become an equity partner. There is pressure huge 

pressure on from day one. And I think that created does it create that atmosphere?  

 

Interviewer  

But isn't the legal industry male dominated also,  

 

Interviewee 

It is male dominated in view, for example, we take when I was made Senior Counsel, so we 

are 17 solicitors made Senior Counsel last year for the first time ever. And the biggest, I 

suppose issue that was publicised is there was only two women out of the 17. 

You know, and that that that was the story that were seized upon by the media. And that was 

the story that was seized upon by the then female president of the Law Society, 

That we need more females, you know, the immediate the very first time this process had been 

put in place and tested and appointments have been made by the appointing committee, only 

two out of 17 women. So, 15, practising solicitors made city council woman and two were 

women.  

 

Interviewer  

Why do you think that is? 

 

Interviewee16:54   

We actually had an interesting chat about this with the women in laws Association I gave, we 

gave numbers gave a talk. It's hard because we don't have any, we don't have access to the data 

to see how many women applied. So, we can only make assumptions. One of the assumptions 

made was women didn't put themselves forward as many women as men put themselves 

forward. But of course, then if you've got an industry where, let's say the ratio, 75% men and 

25% women, you're only ever going to have a small 25% women putting their way forward, 

you know, so? 

No, you have to really look at the statistics carefully to see if there is a slight against or 

favouritism in favour of man. But that's how it appeared. You know, it was  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah, when, uh, gosh, are the numbers that are now there? It's going to be hard to promote 

women.  
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Interviewee 

I mean, I have to say there are a huge amount of senior women in niche areas of law in Ireland. 

So, to some extent, I wonder, did they not put themselves forward? And is that because they 

don't bother? Because the thing? Well, no, we're not going to be successful. Or is it? Because 

I think women on the whole are pretty bad at singing their own praises anyway. 

 

Interviewer 18:22   

So would it be fair to say …. 

 

Interviewee 

We are far more modest I think  

 

Interviewer 

We do we doubt ourselves?  

 

Interviewee18:29   

Yeah. Yeah, yeah.  

 

Interviewer 

I think that has come across in a lot of the interviews I've done. Do you? Do you think we have 

to prove ourselves? 

 

Interviewee 18:38   

No, I don't think we have to prove ourselves. I think we have to have the confidence to put 

ourselves forward, though. Yes, I think we, if more of us, put ourselves forward, you would 

see more women at the table, you know?  

 

Interviewer 

And why do you think we don't put ourselves forward by…… 

 

Interviewee 18:59   

Without wanting to be controversial. I think it's the difference between women and men. And 

like, I think women get on with things. I think wish we are a different species, whether we like 
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it or not, I think women are I you know, we multitask. We get on with things. We work quietly, 

silently, we just get on with things. It's the way it's I think it is the way we are whereas I think 

I can even ever think about in sort of the legal profession. Men are more noisy. They're more 

noisy. You know what I mean? Now you, you kind of know they're there, rather than they have 

to talk, and they make a big thing about talking whereas we just get on with things. But I think 

in that within that is a sort of, without knowing it is a reservation of putting ourselves forward.  

 

Interviewer  

Reservation. Yeah, that's a good word to describe it actually. Do you have a particular leniency 

towards a style of leadership in terms of like we, in my opinion, we have different styles, men 

and women? 

 

Interviewee 20:11   

Yeah, we do. And I think if you asked, again, without wanting to be controversial, a man thinks 

a leader is someone at the top, that's the boss. 

To me a leader is it's far more inclusive.  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah.  

 

Interviewee 20:30   

And I, you know, that stems from playgrounds, picking the leader of a sports team, you know, 

that's a leader, that means that's the first person that's pulled out of the pack that then chooses 

the rest of the team. That doesn't mean they're a leader. But I think that's a lot. In a lot of cases 

that's how a man considers himself a leader. 

That's nothing to do with leadership skills. I personally, you know, a leader to me is someone 

who leads by example, is inclusive brings his team along and, you know, works as a team.  

 

Interviewer  

Do you think we're born with this? Or do we learn or acquire the skills over time?  

 

Interviewee  

We can acquire the skills. Definitely. And the reason I say that, and Yvonne is because, 
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okay, so I talk to you about the different stages in a legal career. So as a solicitor, you kind of 

get to about three or four years qualified. And there are people that move on up, 

who are very good at developing practice? 

Relating to clients, and there are others that don't. And to me, that's not, that isn't just a natural 

flair, I think it's a bit of natural flares, bit of confidence is a bit of personality, you know, you 

have the ability to relate to people and stuff, but you can learn it, I think you can learn leadership 

skills. Definitely. If you're open minded.  

 

Interviewer 22:06   

Yeah. Okay. 

Do men perceive you differently because of your gender in your role in your industry that 

you're in? 

I know, that's a difficult question. 

 

Interviewee 22:25   

I don't know. There are certainly examples where in the past where I think they have, there are 

certainly times where I felt that I may have been spoken over because I'm a female. And there 

will be times where I feel perhaps less credence has been paid to what I'm saying. 

And but I don't think that happens now to be honest with you, but then maybe that's because I 

put up with it. And I've got on with it. And I've raised above it. And now they have to listen to 

me. I don't know, I think it's because I think it's only because I've got to the point, I have that 

perhaps that doesn't arise anymore. 

 

Interviewer 23:13   

So, do you, do you feel you've had to reach that position in order for those circumstances not 

to happen?  

 

Interviewee  

I think so. I mean, I don't want to be too general about it. Because I think you earn respect, you 

know, and it takes time. I have to say on the whole I would you know, if I was looking across 

my clients base, none of them would be not none of them would be sort of sexist or in any way 

thinking all that only Helen giving her view we ought to ask john what his view is, you know, 

it doesn't seem to arise. I think I was probably more alive to it when I first started my career. 

But then that was 28 years ago, where we were far from correct, you know?  
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Interviewer  

Yeah. So, it is changing then, in your opinion,  

 

Interviewee  

I think it is, it's definitely changed over the years. I mean, first law firm I worked in, we got 

paid differently. And the girl stayed behind to do work at lunchtime while the lads went out to 

the pub, you know, and if you went to the pub, you were you kind of like, we weren't one of 

the lads, you were, you know, you were the girl that's out with the lads. You know, it was you 

weren't treated like a fellow colleague. You were treated like a girl that's in the pub with the 

lads, you know, it's but that's changed Yvonne. I don't I don't. But again, I've grown older and 

probably wouldn't be wanted to be at the pub now and the lads wouldn’t want me there either. 

Laugh ………... 

 

Interviewee 24:52   

Do you know what I mean?  

I think I'd be interested to know for example, 

Someone 20 years younger than me. Yeah. 

You know,  

 

Interviewer  

There's two things actually, that have come of these interviews, the age bracket of everybody 

I've interviewed, were all in the same age bracket. I'm very, very similar opinions in terms of 

inequality and bias hasn't been experienced or it's not there anymore, or it might be considered 

unconscious bias.  

 

Interviewee  

Yeah.  

 

Interviewer 

And there's two things I would like to look at. And it'll probably be a follow one is 

the next generation behind us are they experiencing it?  

Interviewee  

Yeah.  
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Interviewer  

And what is the male leaders perspective of the female leader?  

 

Interviewee  

I think it's a two things are really good. And the first point is, is bias sexist bias? I think it could 

be, it is probably an also, there is an age element in it. You know, you're asking me now. I 

mean, I was made kind of like senior council last year, as I say, I be recognised for what I do. 

And I don't think many men would now say, boo to me, you know, but that's taken 28 years to 

get to so I'm so I'm probably the wrong person, as you say to ask, but I'd be really interested, 

for example, to know, you know, a 25-year-old female, kind of starting on the rungs of the 

ladder. I have an awful fear, it hasn't perhaps changed. 

 

Interviewer 26:30   

Yeah. So, is it something that we can overcome with experience, and we just don't tolerate it 

anymore? 

 

Interviewee 26:41   

Yeah, I'm gonna just say I don't find myself exposed to any level of sexism anymore. 

Whereas I did when I was starting my career. So maybe it is a generation issue is what more 

generation issue or interest to know, you can find out? I'd be interested to know.  

 

Interviewer  

I definitely, it's something I will put down something on it. What is, you know, the question 

arises, then, does that come from earning respect, in developing your career into the position 

that you were in? 

 

Interviewee 27:16   

I can only assume it. Yeah. I can only assume it does Yvonne. 

 

Interviewer  

Yeah. and gaining that experience that experience only…… 

Interviewee 

Yeah, yeah, that can only be the logical assumption, to be honest with you.  
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Interviewer  

Because there is huge respect for you in the industry through your peers that I've spoken to. 

And, you know,  

 

Interviewee 27:36   

that's probably I mean, I've taken quite a few people on within the industry as well, you know, 

so. And I haven't been for example CILT is a good example. I wasn't shy to walk away when I 

had enough of it. Like, I mean, that was a very good example, a load of stupid old men sat 

around a table pontificating, and I tried to change them, couldn't change them. And I said, right. 

I'm done with it. Like, I can't change you. I'm done with it. But it is a good example. Actually. 

I mean, that was a classic example of Declan probably, Declan would agree with me on that 

one I'm quite sure. You know, and I know it's with you on that one.  

 

Interviewer  

It still hasn't changed. 

 

Interviewee 28:14   

Yeah, it’s ridiculous, ridiculous but that is I'll be honest with you, that is a good example, where 

I actually felt I had, I did not have respect of people actually did not have respect of the member. 

I kind of didn't worry myself about it, because I didn't have an awful lot of respect for them 

either. But that's that would, that was definitely a generation issue. These are OLD people stuck 

in their ways, you know, you're not going to change a 65-year-old man who is, for all intents 

and purposes, effectively retired, yeah, from industry, in acting any differently than he has done 

over the last 40 years. And whereas, for example, you could work with people like Declan and 

Aiden, who would be of the same age who be like, God, they wouldn't be like that, but that's 

because they're not like that, you know, whereas, so, this typically still exists. And, you know, 

I suppose it does. And if you take that, I mean, that, to me, I just take the view that that wasn't 

reflective of the actual industry, it was reflective of the people that think they are representing 

the industry.  

 

Interviewer  

That was my next question. Do you think it's an individual characteristic as opposed to a gender 

trait as such?  
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Interviewee  

I definitely think it's an individual characteristic. Yes. 

Because you can get to be old and male. Yeah, and you can get over it. So, it must be individual. 

It's it can it certainly isn't a genetical thing if, if there are men quite able to take leadership from 

women.  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah. Okay.  

How do you think we are going get more women into, first of all the industry but also into the 

leadership roles? 

 

Interviewee 30:19   

Into the industry, I would hope things like the apprenticeship programme would be more 

inclusive, would be targeted across the board without any sort of discrimination. I think that is 

the way into our industry, apprenticeships the way forward in terms of the logistics industry, 

and also, through the universities through the college courses. It needs to be, you know, the 

people that are on the prospectuses you need to have visually, it needs to be seen, but this is an 

industry for everybody. 

Have you known, any, any, any type, any gender, any race, whatever, you know, if we 

think typically old-fashioned flyers, for example, for courses that show men driving trucks are 

not going to assist in getting women into the industry. 

I've got I got my truck licence last year.  

 

Interviewer  

Did you gratulations  

 

Interviewee  

You know, to me, but I can even see like when you're going along to do lessons, or you're 

getting into your truck men are looking at you like she is she gonna be able to reverse that? I've 

got a big horse lorry, is she is she going to be able to reverse that. Yeah, just hate it.  

 

Interviewer  

You know, I'm, I'm a driving instructor. When I was 24, which is 23 years ago, one of my first 

students who got into the truck, the first words from his mouth is  
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“Where’s Mick? Why isn't Mick taking me?”  

You know? And now by the end of it, you know, I knew I enjoyed what I did, and I was good 

at it. By the end of it, “am I going with you the next day Yvonne?” 

You know, and I was like, yeah, if you want to Oh, yeah, I want to go with you. So, you know, 

Mick is Okay. He can, you know, I can see what it was like, again, back to I had to prove 

myself. And it was because I was a female, and I was a young female. 

 

Interviewee 32:28   

And you wouldn't have had it would Mick wouldn't have had that issue?  

 

Interviewer 

No, no. Now again, like that. Is it there today? I don't experience it. But definitely it was there 

24 years ago?  

 

Interviewee  

Yeah. Yeah. I just I don't I genuinely don't know has it gone away? I just don't know. I'd like 

to think it has. But I fear it hasn't perhaps  

 

Interviewer  

Future research for the younger generation?  

 

Interviewee 32:57   

Indeed. 

So that was, I suppose that was Yeah, it is. How do we encourage female leaders is suppose 

the next step, you can't have female leaders, if you haven't got them in at grassroots and you're 

in, you're getting them in at a younger level? Because what makes a good leader is someone 

who has experienced as a start, I mean, that's one of the elements, you have to have had 

experience and you have to have had exposure. So, we need to, if we're going to have leaders 

in within the industry, we have to get them in at an early stage. So that is a career, not just a 

job. And perhaps how do we encourage female leaders? Again, it comes back as opposed to 

my point that I think women are not great at putting themselves forward. 

Yvonne, so it's, it's showing this. Yeah, it is. And I don't think it's, I don't think it's because 

we're not confident in what we do. We don't have confidence in the idea of putting ourselves 
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forward. And I, you know, it's I don't I also don't know, for example, you know, to what extent 

the lack of female leaders is down to is having families or whatever, you know, to me that, that 

didn't come up in my life, because my husband was a house husband. So, it didn't play a part, 

but I’m sure it does play a part, you know, for most women,  

 

Interviewer  

Does it hinder their career path in terms it slow it down? Does this you know? 

 

Interviewee 34:39   

Well, I can tell you for from I can tell you from a big law firm perspective, and obviously, I've 

left the big law firm perspective, but it certainly did in the big law firm. Because, you know, 

you would, you would tend to be hitting just the partnership level when you were 

in your early 30s. You know, which is the time when a lot of women would be 

getting married, and within a few years maybe looking at having a family, and that stops them 

being made partners. You know, and it's only when they've come, but then they come back off 

maternity leave and there would be a perception well we won't make them a partner because 

old Helens going got to go off and have another child. Yeah. You know, so it takes until their 

40s to get their career back on track, you know, by which time you know…... 

 

Interviewer 

Have their lost interest at that point? 

 

Interviewee 35:33   

I think they've just got a slightly have they lost interest? I don't know, they've got a slightly 

different perspective. I think they'd be making fantastic leaders. Because if you've had a family, 

we've had one kid, two kids, three kids, you four kids, you've become the absolute master in 

organisation. Let's face it, but like, you'd make an absolute, you know, in terms of leadership 

in terms of organisational skills, you'd be topping the tree. 

 

Interviewer 35:59   

Would you consider them empathetic as leaders after coming through the family stage? 
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Interviewee 36:07   

I think more, I'd like to say be more empathetic to other females coming up through the ranks. 

But that's not been my experience. And, in fact, quite the opposite. It's, it's almost like, well, 

I've done my, I've done my stint as a, as a family and family, you're just gonna have to grin and 

bear it as well. You know, that's been the experience I've had, and certainly not the, what I how 

I behave, but it has been what I've been subjected to 

 

Interviewer 36:40   

From female leaders themselves.  

 

Interviewee  

Yeah. Yeah. No, very much. So, so you know, like, no understanding, but it's no one it's not 

question, no understanding, there's no understanding that you might need to attend an 

appointment with a child, whatever, perfect understanding of that, because they've been 

through it themselves. But clearly, they're not going to give you any more latitude than they 

themselves received. And maybe that's the problem. Okay. Due to lack of interest. I don't know 

if it's lack of interest, but it is there a point where you've got a family and you've got a lot to do 

at home, you've got a lot of responsibilities at home, that perhaps for a period of time, nine to 

five, without also being a leader at work? Perhaps you don't want to do it? You know, you I 

don't know, as I say didn't arise for me, and I wouldn't like to generalise. But I imagine if I 

have, for example, hadn't had had the same support with my husband at home looking after 

kids. I'm not sure I would be where I am now. Because I wouldn't have been able to achieve it. 

 

Interviewer 37:52   

Okay. Do you think the inequality within the industry impacts the performance of the logistics 

industry? I mean, it's very complex industry. Um, do you think that lack of diversity, even at 

senior level, impacts the performance? 

 

Interviewee  

Sure, it does? I'm sure it I'm sure it does. Because we all bring something to the table. You 

know, I can only assume if there were more women in leadership roles, we would certainly be 

more diverse, it would be more efficient. 

Because there's a place for everyone. There is you know, there is there is a firm believer that 

women do bring something to the table.  
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Interviewer  

Oh absolutely. Just during the last 18 months, Helen, you know, the impact of COVID and how 

it's impacted on the industry, and I suppose with Brexit as well. Do you think that the coping 

strategy and strategizing that we've had to implement Do you think men or women have 

adapted better? 

 

Interviewee 39:02   

I wouldn't know the answer to it. But if I were to hazard a guess, I'd say women would have 

adapted better to it. And that's because I think we're more adaptable. Okay. I think we've had 

home-schooling and working. I mean, again, it comes back to the point they can and don't want 

to generalise because you know, there's plenty of women out there without families, whatever. 

I just think women on the whole are better at organisation, than men and I think they just have 

a tidier mind is that way, the best way to describe it. So therefore, when facing adversity. I 

think the natural reaction of a woman is to first panic, of course, but we'll work our strategy 

around it. And I've seen for example, with some male clients, a reaction, well, that's it, we're in 

lockdown. We're not doing anything. 

 

Okay.  

 

Interviewee  

And whereas I've seen, you know, I've, I've had clients where women are working at home, in 

high leadership roles with young family, and have maintained their role, very significant 

leadership roles within, like, for example, within the shipping industry, who are they've got 

two young kids at home that home-schooling they're working from home, husband is upstairs, 

retiling the bathroom because he's got nothing else to do. And it's still retiling it 19 months 

later, you know, she's carrying on working. 

 

Yeah, I suppose just one or two last questions on that Helen, the autocratic kind of directive. If 

we take on that style of leadership, while we are empathetic and were organised and, you know, 

we're vulnerable in some regards. If we take on the transactional style of leadership? Do you 

think it's frowned upon? 

Is it acceptable? 
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Interviewee  

Okay, I'm gonna probably not answer the question away. I have a feeling that a lot of women 

think that's the way that they have to be in order to be accepted. That's the first point. And 

I don't think they should take on that approach, I think, but this is a confidence again, I think 

it's confidence in knowing what you bring to the table and to be and to be that more empathetic 

person, do I, I don't actually think long term, it's going to be more accepted by for example, 

men, because I actually think men don't want themselves as their leader. And therefore, they 

don't want an autocratic person. They would expect a female leader to be different. So, I think 

women think they should be that autocratic leader. And I think they make a mistake. Being that 

yes. autocratic leader. I mean, if you think about the examples, I've given you in the kind of, 

I've said to you about women, I wouldn't want to work for a woman boss, because of my own 

experience. That's exactly what they were being they were being the person, the male boss 

effectively, because it but only because they thought they had to be and you know what, they 

didn't have an awful lot. You know, in, in the halls, and in the gossip, they were just a bitch. 

That's how the men described them, you know, the men just described them then as you know, 

she's such a bitch, and that's not well, that's not respected, respectful. That's not saying, gosh, 

she's great. And she's a good leader. Look how she brings people on. They're just saying she's 

a bitch. Yeah, you I was, you know, they'd be patting each other on the back if it was 

themselves.  

 

Interviewer  

Yeah. Yeah. So, it is it is frowned upon them yet.  

 

Interviewee 

I think it's important to remain who you are. Yeah. Very much so. 

 

Interviewer 43.28 

Um, do you think we have the same opportunities as men to climb the ladder?  

 

Interviewee 

I think we do. I just don't think it's quite as easy. 

 

Interviewer 

And what are those barriers that make it difficult? 
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Interviewee  

Well, some of them are barriers we put up ourselves. I have to say that we're probably our own 

worst enemy. And, again, it comes back to this sort of belief in your points. Which we have a 

lot to do, you know, unfortunately, you cannot get past the fact that well not yet anyway, that 

women are child bearer. Yeah. You know, you just in whichever way you dress it up on 

whichever way you try to make it not an issue. Of course, it is an issue. You know, we are the, 

until science changes it a men who produce babies, I am sure is going to happen. But inevitably, 

that means time off, and time out means you get forgotten it, you know, or you get behind for 

it's almost, you know, it's really, really hard. And it takes, yeah, it takes a superwoman when 

people say oh, like, you know, there was always there was always one, I can't remember the 

name of the lady who was the Superwoman in the law my time. Like, no one's no one is 

Superwoman now. Like, it's a joke, you know, then you can only imagine what it's like at home. 

Right? We have a lot to deal with.  

 

Interviewer 45.19 

Yeah. And one final question, then before I pause the recording, do you think hiring practices 

contribute towards this inequality in the logistics industry? 

 

Interviewee  

Okay, I'm quite sure they do. But that would be a very controversial and obviously illegal 

statement, if they did, and it will be legal for them if they did what I mean. But I'm quite sure 

depending on who's, yeah, of course, it must be because I did. I think it depends on who's 

recruiting. But, you know, like, Listen, if I turn up to if I turned up to a job interview, six 

months pregnant, and Mark turned up to job interview, we both got exactly the same 

qualifications. And we've been working the same amount of time. And it's a full-time position, 

who you're going to give the job to. It’s inevitable, isn't it? Yeah. And I think that's, that's an 

extreme example, but like, do people look? I mean, I don't, but then I'm a very small practice. 

Well do people look when they're recruiting look at a woman and think is she of childbearing 

age? Yeah. I'm quite sure they do. I know, as I say, I know it's illegal. But listen, we're human. 

We're human. And, you know, that's. Yeah, I'm quite sure we do.  

 

Okay, unfortunately.  

 

Helen, I'm going to say thank you on that and just pause the recording. Thank you so much. 
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7.5 Appendix 5 - Coding and Thematic analysis  

 

Codes DR 47 Codes GM 49  Codes KG 44 Codes SS 47  Codes CL 32 Codes HN 49 CODES  

Career Path  Career Path  Career Path  Career Path  Career Path  Career Path   

 

Born into SCL 

It happened by 

accident  

Afraid to take risk  

Overqualified 

People buy people  

Lot of experience  

 

Born into SCL  

It happened by 

accident  

Not a chosen path  

 

Lots of experience  

 

 

 

It happened by 

accident  

 

 

 

Pursued Logistics  

 

 

Very much fell into 

logistics  

 

 

Very much fell 

into logistics 

 

 

Not a chosen 

career path  

 

All love it  

Characteristics  Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics  

Commitment  

Enthusiasm  

Drive  

Problem Solver  

Upfront / 

opinionated 

Get stuff done  

Reliable  

 

Disrupter  

Upfront / opinion 

Enthusiasm  

Drive  

Education  

Assertion  

Hunger  

Self-Reliant  

Resilient  

Call to order  

Complete pain in the 

arse  

Come across as a 

raving bitch  

Aggressive frowned 

upon  

Drive  

 

Co ordinate  

 

 

Authentic  

 

 

 

 

Lesbian team male 

role in relationship  

 

Acting as men  

 

Did not do mothers 

duties  

 

Strong in leading  

 

Dominant  

 

Military style  

 

Lead from bottom up  

 

Relationship 

building  

 

Assertion  

 

Open Honest 

Upfront  

teach other 

people 

 

Impart 

knowledge  

 

stand out and 

often sometimes 

maybe speak out 

 

leads by 

example 

 

show conviction 

 

inclusion  

 

team dynamics  

Authentic  

 

Upfront / 

opinion 

 

Enthusiasm  

 

Drive  

 

Strong in 

leading  

 

Dominant  

 

Military style  
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Style  Style  Style  Style  Style  Style  Style 

Women well capable 

sometimes better 

 

We are equal  

 

Inclusion  

 

Communication  

Listening  

Connection  

 

Firm but Fair  

Offer solution  

 

Empathetic 

 

Understanding as 

parent  

Supportive  

Different style  

 

 

Lack confidence  

Self-Doubt  

 

 

Trust  

Lack confidence  

 

Quite in room of 

meeting - Lack 

confidence  

 

 

Communication  

 

Firm but Fair  

 

Empathise  

Understanding  

 

Equal partner at home  

Only one woman in 

meetings  

Uncomfortable  

Supportive  

Ability (huge)  

Feels has to be 

Authoritative but 

feminises it  

 

Dominant  

Autocratic  

Women apologise  

 

Hide vulnerability   

Own worst enemy  

 

Lack confidence  

 

Overcompensate  

 

Organised – able to 

balance work life  

 

Communication  

 

Firm but Fair  

 

Empathetic 

Understanding – 

team dynamics  

 

 

Empowering  

 

Delegating  

 

Take control – 

strategic direction  

 

Age makes us more 

balanced  

 

Praise  

 

Constructive 

feedback  

Engaged team  

Adaptable  

 

We are equal  

 

Inclusion  

 

Organised Make it 

happen  

 

 

 

Engaging – involve 

teams  

Empathetic 

 

Helicopter view  

 

 

Understanding – 

team dynamics  

Supportive  

 

 

 

Adaptable 

 

Understanding  

 

Inclusion – 

communication  

 

Bolshy - deliberate 

attitude and had to 

be full of argument 

in order to gain 

respect  

 

 

Men are vocal and 

opinionated, and this 

is considered 

effective  

 

Men and women 

think different  

 

Women must have 

controlled response 

or else considered 

too emotional or too 

aggressive V’s 

Enthusiasm  

Drive  

 

Lack confidence  

 

Need to be vocal  

 

we don't shine 

bright enough,  

 

we don't shout 

loud enough – 

not shy  

 

independent  

 

Enthusiasm  

 

Drive  

 

Self-Doubt  

 

Delegate 

comfortably 

 

Teach people  

 

Show conviction 

& believe in it  

 

 

Adaptable  

 

Inclusion - 

Trust teams 

 

Lack 

confidence – 

education / age  

 

Self-Doubt  

 

Communication  

 

Firm but Fair  

 

Empathise  

Understanding  

 

Organised 

 

Delegate  

 

Enthusiasm  

 

Have to be 

dominant / 

aggressive 

BUT need to be 

true to 

themselves  
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Adaptable  

 

Organised  

 

Trust  

 

 

Adaptable  

 

Trust  

Under male leader 

needed controlled 

behaviour and adjust 

to male leader  

 

Authentic  

Not about 

gender it’s 

about quality of 

leader  

 

A dominant 

style to be 

adapted to 

succeed  

Challenges  Challenges  Challenges  Challenges  Challenges  Challenges  

    HR policies  

 

Women don’t cost 

extra  

 

Effective leaders  

 

More flexibility  

 

Men are powerful in 

behaviour 

Our own worst 

enemy  

 

Competition 

between women  

 

Men’s club  

 

 

Incestuous 

industry  

SCL Industry  SCL Industry  SCL Industry  SCL Industry  SCL Industry  SCL Industry   

Male dominated  

 

Growing - Increasing 

women going in 

right direction 

 

Staff retention  

Driver Shortage  

 

Male dominated  

 

Women need to 

support each other  

 

Not enough women 

Staff retention  

Driver Shortage  

 

Lacks Structure  

Male dominated 

 

Always worked with 

men - Did not want 

to work for a lady 

 

Workload  

 

Flexibility  

 

Male dominated 

 

Considered technical 

 

 

Attitude  

 

 

 

 

Male dominated 

 

Rare to see a female  

 

 

Work harder  

 

 

Never worked for a 

female leader  

Male dominated 

 

Men are noisy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Male 

dominated 

 

Flexibility  

 

Staff retention  

 

Workload  

 

Driver Shortage  
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Entertained by 

reaction of drivers  

 

Flexibility  

 

Tough hard industry  

 

Image  

 

 

 

 

 

80 / 20  

Attractive industry  

 

 

Image  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80 / 20 

Slow to change  

 

Young people not 

aware  

 

Old fashioned – 

boys club  

 

Grass roots  

 

Image  

More effective  

 

80 / 20 

 

Women not studying 

STEM  

 

 

Women can do 

technical  

 

 

 

 

80 / 20 

 

Chose to work for a 

female to learn more  

 

 

Perceived as a 

professional only 

because she has 

female boss 

 

 

90 / 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80 / 20 

 

Poor mentoring  

 

Slow to change  

 

Young people 

not aware  

Grass roots  

 

More effective  

 

 

80 / 20 

Family  Family  Family  Family  Family  Family   

 

YES, Slowed 

progression  

Challenge / Barrier  

No children different 

direction  

 

Men not 

accommodating to 

family circumstances  

 

No family  

Impact on career – 

advanced  

Put in long hours  

Partnership at home is 

equal 

 

 

 

 

Work life balance 

makes us better 

leaders 

 

Partner assumes 

women should still 

do all the work   

 

Large organisations 

Amazon no problem  

 

Smaller company - 

resource problem  

 

Maternity leave – 

replaced by male  

 

 

Slowed progression  

 

 

Maternity leave  

 

 

 

Maternity leave 

you are 

forgotten  

Progression x 2  

Perception  Perception  Perception  Perception  Perception  Perception   

NO men don’t 

perceive differently  

Spectator on boards  

Minority at meetings  

No Bluffing 

Imposter Syndrome  

Minority at meetings 

Different reaction 

from staff as female  

 

Minority at meetings 

 

Built a professional 

reputation to gain 

respect  

 

Leadership is not 

gender related 

Yes, men perceive 

her differently as a 

female seen as 

lower-level 

management  

 

Minority at 

meetings 

 

Built a 

professional 

Autocratic 

 

Stand & direct  

 

Dominant  
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Need to talk the talk 

walk the walk  

 

Autocratic    

 

reputation to 

gain respect  

 

less credence 

has been paid to 

what I'm saying 

 

Aggressive – 

frowned  

 

Preconceived 

perception of 

female as 

assistant  

Image  Image  Image  Image  Image  Image   

Networks  

FTA  

Motor Sport  

No Mentors  

Prefer female boss  

Diversity Power 

struggle  

Tough industry  

 

Wrong perception of 

type of work  

 

Trying to catch you 

out  

Diversity is important  

Men and women think 

different  

 

 

Tough industry  

 

Need to see strong 

powerful constructive 

women  

 

 

Need more role 

models – mentors 

 

Level of exposure  

 

Education  

 

Work harder  

 

Mixed bag of skills  

Associations 

supporting women  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tough industry – 

heavy work  

 

Work longer hours  

Progression was a 

challenge  

 

bit of a boy’s club - I 

will never be part of 

the boy’s club, 

 

Forego progression 

if it means being 

authentic  

 

Generational – adapt 

to fit environment  

 

Very different 

approach  

 

Traditional – money 

and wealth  

 

Awareness  

 

Female boss learn 

more  

Culture - boy’s 

club 

 

Generational 

 

Very different 

approach  

 

Traditional 

Lacks Mentors  

 

Culture - boy’s 

club 

 

Generational 

 

Education 

awareness  

 

Tough industry  

 

Wrong 

perception of 

industry  

 

Work longer 

hours 
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Bias / Inequality  Bias / Inequality  Bias / Inequality  Bias / Inequality  Bias / Inequality  Bias / Inequality   

No 

Find younger male 

boss hard to work 

with  

 

Great strides  

 

Born into industry 

and feels this is why 

NO BIAS  

 

Family support  

 

 

Unconscious Bias  

 

 

 

 

HR practises 

 

 

 

 

Partnership at home is 

equal  

 

 

No 

 

Diverse teams  

 

Good culture / 

values internally  

 

Within other 

organisations yes 

exists 

 

Old fashioned 

 

  

No personal 

experience – only 

one  

 

Diversity and 

inclusion 

programmes  

 

Must reduce bias to 

encourage women – 

there is a lot of not 

considering ladies  

 

Having diverse 

teams reduces BIAS 

 

Needs to start at HR  

 

Horrendous 

Treatment 

 

Inequality  

 

Harassment  

 

Sexist remarks  

 

Too emotional – told 

dramatic and 

emotional  

 

Too aggressive  

 

Toe the line  

 

Impact progression  

 

Not doing what she 

was told  

 

HR did nothing  

  

Sexist bias  

 

be recognised 

for what I do 

 

I have an awful 

fear, it hasn't 

perhaps 

changed. 

 

overcome with 

experience 

 

don't tolerate it 

anymore 

 

I did when I was 

starting my 

career 

 

that was 

definitely a 

generation issue. 

These are OLD 

people stuck in 

their ways, 

Unconscious 

Bias  

 

Must reduce 

bias to 

encourage 

women – 

 

Having diverse 

teams reduces 

BIAS  

 

HR practises  

 

Inequality  

 

Harassment  

 

Sexist remarks  

 

 

 

 


